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, BIG STORM NOW RAGING ANOTHER ACTION
ON THE GULF COAST FOR REHKOPF
NEW ORLEANS REPORTED GREATLY DAMAGED BY TIDAL
WAVE, BUT REPORT LACKS VERIFICATION — OTHER
CITIES ALONG GULF COAST ARE IN TRACK OF STORM-
7--.r.:CTZAPH WIRES ARE DOWN AND ALL COMMUNICA-
TION CUT OFF.
,CONDMONS ARE NOT MOLAR TO
THE GREAT GALVESTON ST0161
(The Register tried to verify the
rumors of the damage done by the
great storm on the gulf coast, but up
to press time this morning the wires
were not working even as far as Nash-
ville, Tenn., end it seems that the




• W a shin gton, Sept. 27.—The
weather bureau today reported
•'..that the tropical disturbance
• has reached the Mississippi
• and sooth-eastern Louisiana
• coasts, where it is central this
• morning as -a storm of great
severity. Reports front Mobile
and Pensacola are missing by
• reason of the general prostra-
• tion of telegraph wires in the
• storm-swept territory. High
• winds and rain prevail over
/ 4' 
Alabama. Mississippi and
Southern Louisiana, a maxi-
• mum velocity of 48 Miles ane,„„• hour from the northwest being
• reported this mottling from
• New Orleans. The tropical
• disturbance will probably move
• northward during the next
• twenty-four hours and cause
• general rains east of thc Mis-
• sisaippi and south of the Ohio.
• attended by high winds in the
• Wiser Mississippi valley, the
• east gulf states and probably
• t ennessee.
• Storm warnings are dis-
• played on the Atlantic coast
• from Norfolk to Jacksonville,
• and on the gulf coast from
• New Orleans to the northern
• portion of the western Florida
• coast
•
Atlanta, Ga . Sept. 27.—VaIth the
exception of one telegraph wire from
here to New Orleans, via Birming-
ham, which works spasmodically and
is most unsatisfactory, all communi-
cation with that city has been cut
off by the storm now raging along
the north shore of the Gulf of
Mexico. In the direction of Mobile
and Pensacola communication is im-
possible_ Not a word has been res
ceived from that section of the coun-
try since last night. There have been
numerous rumors of great and ex-
• tensive damage by wind and tidal
waves, but so far there has been no
net fications of any of these stories.
aoipatch reesiveil by the Postal
Telegraph company from New Or-
leans resorts that a seve.e storm.
which set in last nght, is stiil rag-
ing, but makes na mention of any
damage there. It declares, however,
that commumeation with Mobile and
Pensacola is impossible from trere
WS from points furtlrr llorth• All
telephone as well as telegraph wires
are reported down and therc no
present way of gettit.g at the actual
conditions along the eastern ansi
northeastern gulf shores.
Latest Advices.
The latest adv.:es received from
Aid New Orleans by the I- ;al weather
bureau do not :ndirals alarming con-
ditions in that city. The wind at that
time was blowing 36 miles an hour,
Apiving declined to that speed from
.48 Miles. The cenue of the storm
was apparently Somewhat east of
.4sliew Orleans in the dirt:cti m of Mo-
,bile. The barometer at New Orleans
is unusually low, being at 29.26--al-
most three-fourths of an inch below
normal—and the gradient of the air
pressure is so steep t‘at high windt
,anay be exoetted along the coast dur•
lag the remainder of today and
through the night.
Conditions as yet are not similar
to those surrounding the great storm
which wrecked Galveston on Septem-
„ter 8, loom , The barometer in that
-CitY just prior to the coming of the
Worm registered 28.50—as far below
the present pressure at New Orleans
as that is today below normal. From
• ,all information Obtainable by the
local weather bureau the storm is ex-
pected to move eastward across the
soothern part of this state 'and then
sweep up the Atlantic coast. The
V
wire of the Postal Telegraph com-
pany to New Orleans failed and the
city is now entirely cut off.
STORM APPEARS GENERAL.
Raging Between Montgomery and
Gulf of Mexico.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 27.—The
Gulf storm, which began to stow its
force last night, has destroyed all
wire communication to Mobile hiel
New Orleans and westward to at
Mississippi river. The storm appears
general between Montgomery, Ala.,
and the Gulf of Mexico. There has
been no communication with New
Orleans since midnight, the last word
f-om there being to the effect that
one suburb had been damaged some-
what by the wind and by a sudden
rise of four feet in Lake Ponchar-
train. Water is reported four feet
ci ep in the streets of Moss Point,
Miss., the high wind blowing the
water in from the Gulf.
Gale slowing.
At 2:30 this morning communica-
t.on was restored for a moment with
Mobile, who reported a gale blow-
ring with rain falling intorrents and
rapidly falling barometer.
The Evening Post received the fol-
lowing at io:35 a. ne from its New
York correspondent:
"While there are reports of flooded
streets in New Orleans, it is not
thought that any serious damage has
been caused there by the Gulf storm.
At the offices of the Illinois Central
today it was said that although re-
ports were current of breaking levees
and high winds, no serious damage
has been done in New Orleans. This
'information came to the Illinois Cen-
tral officials over a wire from the
New Orleans Cotton Exchange to
the New York Cotton Exchange."
Communication was had with New
Orleans for a few moments at 10:45
a. m. The telegraph operator there
ieported that the wind was blowing
about 4R miles an hour, but that the
centre of the storm was east of New
Orleans and that the city of New
Orleans had not suffered any serious
damage, nor had there been any loss
of life as far as reported. It is con-
sidered probable in New Orleans
that the storm hit the Mississippi
coast and Mobile hard. but there was
nothing to confirm this. The wire
fa:led at this juncture.
Traffic Blocked.
Gen Manager Evans of the L. &
N. has received reports from division
superintendents on his road, indicat-
ng a very serious storm south of
Greenville, Ala. The high wind has
blown trees across the tracks, de-
stroying telegraph %sires and inter-
feeing seriously with the operation
of trains.
A passenger train due in Mont-
gomery, Ala.. at 6 o'clock this morn-
ing did not arrive until nearly I , the
delay being caused by numerous
stops to remove threes from the
tracks.
TEMPORARY OFFICES.
Colonel Decker Opened Headquarters
on Meyers Street Yesterday.
Colonel A. J. Decker yesterday
opened offices in one of the frame
buildings across the street from Dr.
Jessie Gilbert's drug store on Mayers
street, just across the bridge in Me-
chanicsburg He opens these tem-
porary quarters until there can be
rebuilt his buildings that were burned
the day before, they being the ones
occupied by the MicKinnie Veneer
and Package Company before that
concern quit business. When finish-
ed they will be .occupied by the new
cereal plant to be started. Mr. Deck-
er saved all his office effects and yes-
terday found no insurante was car-
ried upon the destroyed structures.
—The city finance committee will
not meet tonight, at the regular time,
cn account of Mayor Yriser and
Auditor Kirkland being out of the
city.
BRETNEY CO., OF .SPRING-
FIELD SUES FOR
$3,111.
glovontY-five More Rolla _181._ Leather
Pound Yesterday for .the Kirk- .
pstric People.
The latest suit filed against the E.
Rehloopf Sadslery Company is that of
H. V. Bretney and Company of
Springfield, Ohio. This action is for
$3,111.84 and instituted in the county
court in the nature of a "material
lien."
The action is for goods sold the
saddlery company by the plaintiff.
This was the first bill of goods Bret-
ney sold to Rehkopf, having just op-
ened an account with him. The ar-
ticles it is said, reached here only a
short while before the assignment was
tnade.
•IfeWleftiaz, morning Deputy Sheriff
Closes Fortseln seized 75 more rolls of
leather for the Kirkpatrick company
of Pitil=hia, these additional rolls
being stored at the Cohankus
factory cut Ninth and Boyd streets,
where bin"' found the first Too rolls
also sold by Kirpatrick to Rehkopf.
On the deputy sheriff finding these
75 rolls, he took possession, but the
Starks-Unman Saddlery Company ex-
ecuted bond and prevented the_goodis
from bekeig moved. Starks-Ullman




MRS. EDNA BROWN COULD
NOT GET HER TRUNK AND
CLOTHING.
Officers Made Up Money to Pay the
• Bill, Rather Than Have Her Go
to Court About It.
The attaches of the sheriff's office
and others, yesterday came to the
rescue of Mrs. Edna Brown of Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., by giving her money
with which to pay her board bill and
recover possession of her trunk and
c:othing that has been held by Mr.
Purton, the lower Court street board-
ii e house man, to secure her debt,
for board.
The woman's husband was killed
rear Chattanooga, Tenn., June Ise,
and she came to this city afterwards.
Lecoming peniless, she appealed to
the officers who sent her to Chat-
tanooga, but she shortly returned
here. She stopped at Burton's, and
having no money to pay her bill, had
to get out and leave her trunk and
clothing there to secure the debt.
Rev. Chiles took charge of her, and
she wanted Justice Emery to giver
her a writ of possession for her
trunk and outfit sa she could re-
gain possession, but rather than have
any trouble the attaches around the
office made up the $3 needed to get
the outfit back.
The woman will now be sent to
Nashville, as her brother-in-law has
arranged for passage for her to that
city on the Buttorff.
PACKERS WOULD SETTLE
$600s000 DAMAGE SUITS
Prosecuting Attorney of Little Rock,
Ark., Con?este--Conferenee.
.11••••••
Little Rock. Ark., Sept. 27.—Prose-
cuting Attorney Lewis Rhoton left
tonight for Chicago .to confer with
Attorney General Rogers of Arkan-
sas and attorney's representing the
Jarge packing firms of that city with
the view of compromising the suits
brought by the state of Arkansas for
alleged violations of the anti-trust
law. Rogers has been in Chicago
for ten days. Mr. Rhoton says sev-
eral of the packing firms and the
National Biscuit company are anxious
to compromise. The state 'is asking
for damages amounting to more than
'$600,000.
—James McLaughlin, gardener for
the I. C., railroad on the Louisville
division, has resigned to go with the
N., U. & St. L. railroad next week
and build parks at each station be-
tween here and Paris, Term., for the
N., C. & St. L.





AUDITOR'S AGENT TANNER IRT BEING DUMPED ON TOPSULligillit COUNTY OF CALDWELL STREETCOURT ingpirsRDAY. CULVEP.T 'stove
WAITS THE WEISE
AND 11.110 PENALTY
TFUC HIGHEST IS AGAINST
ISAAC COHEN A PAWN-
BROKER.
/Laud Zook Filed Suit For Divorce
Against Edward Zook Yesterday
—I4g11 News.
In the county court yesterday L. P.
Tanner, the agent for State Auditor
Hager of Frankfort, filed suit against
a number of Paducah firms on the
ground that the latter have not paid
the license due the state for conduct-
ing the respective businesses done
by the different conoerns. The ac-
tions are against the following par-
ties, while the sum mentioned is the
amount of license due from them for
this year: Paducah Commission Com-
pany and Henry J. Arenz, $25; Na-
tional Credit Company, $2oo; Isaac
Cohen, $5oo; Paducah Advancing
Company, $zoo; Paducah Loan Corn-
pany $2oo; Moss and Company, $2oo;
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company,
$225.
The Paducah Commission Com-
pany conducts a market speculating
business on Broadway near Fourth
street, with Henry Arenz as proprie-
tor. The credit, advancing and loan
companies, together with Moss and
company, do a money lending busi-
ness. Isaac Cohen does a pawnbrok-
ers business, while the license from
the brewery is that collected off all
outside industries of this character,
that open in this state.
Agent Tanner claims these concerns
have not paid this year's license, and
in addition to the sums mentioned,
Asics ,lor the 30 per cent penalty
which goals to the agent for enforcing
*e collection.
Judge Lightfoot has not yet set the
date upon which these suits will be
itried, but expects to do so today
sometime.
Wants Divorce.
Maud Zook yesterday filed suit in
the circuit court against her husband
Edward Zook, asking that she be
granted ia divorce from him on the
ground that be deserted her Septem-
ber 24th, ttos. They married' June
and, 1905.
Realty Trawlers.
Property on Kinkead street has
bees sold by Gip Husbands to C W.
Daugherty for $15o and the deed lodg-
ed yesterday for record in the countx
clerk's office.
Property in the Taylor and Moc-
quot addition has been bought by
Christ Berger for $475 from J. C. Og-
Zen.
Discontinue Road.
• The county judge yesterday ordered
that there be discontinued hereafter
the Clark Line road. in the county,
from the intersection of the Cifholson
road and Lovelaceville and Metropolis
road
Licensed to Marry.
The county clerk yesterday issued
a marriage lioense to E. W. Rudolph,
aged 42 years of the city, and Birdie
Jones, aged 18 of the county. The
young lady has no parents, and being
under legal age. Public Administrator
Fe/ix G. Rudolph qualified as her
guardian and then gave his consent
for the license to be issued.
A colored couple issued a license
was Frank Bowman aged 23 and/
Susie Fitzgerald, aged 18 of the city.
Power of Attorney.
A document was filed with the
clerk werein John T. Lane, of Wil-
son, Kansas, conferred power of at-
tornew upon W. A. Berry, to release
a hen Lane held upon Paducah prop-
erty to insure him against deferred
payment owing by the party to whom
he sold the property.
Notary Public.
Lizzie Gourley qualified before the
county court as a notary public.
Religious Sect Holds Conference
Bloomington, Ill., Sept. 27.—The
hfemionite-Amish conference of the
United States opened near Roanoke
today wilt 700 delegates present and
will last three days. Two large tents
have been erected for the meetings.
—Fred Zradner, acrobat with the
Barnum & Bailey circus, was ,ad-





LUTHER MORRIS FEARS THEY
ARE EVIDENCES OF SORE
CRIME.
WILL TAKE SEVERAL 1 WOMAN REPORTS BOY
WEEKS FOR COMPLETION' BOTHERED HER WITH BELL
BRIDGE WILL BE TORN AWAY
AS SOON AS EARTHEN FILL
IS FINISHED.
Inspector Elliott Has Communica-
tion Telling Board It Is Im-
possible to Cut Force.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott has
put men to work throwing dirt in th:
hollow over the new concrete cul-
vert at Caldwell street Where Cross
creek intersect's, nea.- the Union de-
pot. It will take many days to com-
plete the fill.
While the culvert of concrete was
being constructed in the creek hol-
low, the wooden bridge above it was
allowed to stand at the street level
so people could pass back and forth
%bile the improvement was progress-
ing below. Now the culvert being
finished, big holes have been cut in
the bridge and the wagons drive right
up over the holes and let the dirt
dump through same and down on top
sf the culvert, in the hollow under-
neath. Continual dumping of this
e,:rth graduwally fills up the hollow
above the culvert, and when the
dirt gets up to the street level the
'bridge will be torn away, gravel put
an top the fill and there left for the
public an unbroken street, devoid of
bridges and hollows.
Mr. Elliott believes it will take
several weeks to make the fill above
the culvert on 'account of the long
distance the dirt has to be hauled.
Reduce Number of Men.
Street Inspector _Alonzo Elliott is
of the opinion that the city cannot
reduce its number of employes upon
the street department on account of
it taking all his available nien to
keep the public thoroughfares
cleaned, and make what repairs are
absolutely necessary.
The board of works ordered him to
cut down the number of employes to
the mintnum, and he has let four
men go, but says it is virtually im-
possible for him to get along with
any less. This leave, him with about
fifteen men altogether, and he is of
the opinion that it takes every single
one of them for the cleaning and re-
pair work.
The inspector has written a com-
munication which he will submit to
the board of works when that body
meets again, .and in which document
he point; out to them the imprac-
ticability of effecting a reduction in
the department. He. thinks the leg-
islative authorAtieo when they set
azide. the first of this year, the
amount of money to be spent by each
municipal department, allowed en-
tirely too small an amount for the
street department, as shown by the
fact that all the appropriations have
been used up, $1,500 expended In ex-
cess, and there are over three more
months yet before the first
of next year, ..rior to which time
no appropriation can be made.
Mr. Elliott says he like all others,
thinks that the blame rests with the
councilmen and aldermen, and not
the board of works, as the former.
the first of the year heraled to the
community the low figures they were
allowing for expenses, thereby un-
wise reductions embarrass the differ-
ent departments, the council and
s/derman want the board of works
to atop everything except what is ab-
solutely necessary, and thereby put
the blame apon the &hot:deft of the
latter.
FALLS WITH A CRASH.
Six People !ojured in Collapse
Building n Memphis.
"STIX" M'CORMICK ARRESTED
FOR CURSING SISTER, AND
WANTS HER BOND.
Joe Potter, Colored, Had His Wheel
Stolen, and Then the Orle He
Had Borrowed.
Luther Morris, of 1703 Broad street,
notified the police yesterday that
while coming along about one mile in
the woods on the other side of the
Illinois Central railroad, outside Me-
chanicsburg, that he found a bundle
of women's clothing lying on the
ground, besmeared with considerable
blood. He looked them over, and for
fear that something may have occur-
red, notified the authorities.
The police tave no jurisdiction out-
side the city, so none of the men
could be sent out to look into the
matter. It is probable though that
they are some discarded garments,
and no evidence of bloody murder
Boys Bothered Her.
Captain Frank Harlan, of the police
force, received an unusual complaint
yesterday, and it is quite laughable
also to the auditor, but possibly not
so much to the aggrieved party. The
captain was sitting at his desk when
the telephone rang and he answered
it. Some woman informed him that a
certain family down on Bernheina av-
enue had two boys who devoted their
entire time to going up and down the
street loudly ringing a huge cow bell
'that could be heard for blocks The
complaining lady said it put every-
body in the neighborhood on edge,
and caused many nervous prostrations
the continual clanging and jingling of
the bell, and she wanted the police to
come down and arrest the boys, as
their parents would do nothing to
them.
The oaptain promised to send an of-
ficer, but being a boy once himself,
and then also very busy at the time,
he naturally forgot about the matter.
It was about the most extraordinary
complaint ever lodged at the police
headquarters.
Arrested For Cursing.
"Stix" McCormick went to the
home of his sister on Adams near
Second street yesterday afternoon,
and cursed and abused everybody so
that Officer Johnson had • to arrest
him. After being locked up McCor-
miok had the gall to want to tele-
phone for his sister to come and go
.his bond, so he could secure his re-
lease. He is still in his cell.
Trouble With Ballowe.
Samuel Barker of Tenth and Hus-
band streets was arrested by Officer
Senser. on the charge of knocking
down  Dock Ballowe and also cursinghTh.
Lynn Knocked Down.
A warrant wa; issued yesterday
against Peter Griffin, charging hem
with knocking down Harvey Lynn at
the Kentucky saloon on Second and
Kentucky avenue
Two Wheels Lost.
Joe Jotter, a small colored' boy,
notified Captain Harlan yesterday
that some one optic his own bicycle,
and he borrowed the wheel of an-
other, when the thief got this one
lalso.
Mare Missing.
R. R. Lynch of the Sharpe neigh-
borhood of the county, telephoned the
police yesterday that his mate was
missing and he thought some one may
have stolen it.
of
Memphis, Sept. 26.—The building
at 95 South Main street. occupied by
I. Ginnochio, a- saloonist, collapsed
shortly before i o'clock yesterday.
Six people were taken from the
debris in an injured condition, one
seriously. There was no loss of life.
The crash came without warning and
attracted a large crowd to the scetie.
SMALL WRECK.
Ibm•11•••••••••••
Track Blocked For Many Hours at
Grave Switch by Collision.
Yesterday afternoon a rear end col-
lision happened up at Gravel Switch,
just beyond the Tennessee river on
the Louisville division, and a number
of cars were ditched and track torn up
in such a manner that the passenger
train due in at 6 o'clock yesterday'
afternoon aid not get here until it:40
o'clock last night en route to Mem-
phii.
No one was hurt during the wreck,
hut considerable damage done to the
rolling stock.
—The city Democratic coin/niters
meets tonight at the City HaB tø
canvass the vote in the prbaIIMIMof
September 27th.
•
ARD MAN ON THE
ATLANTA RIOTS
,1Jacloson, Miss., Sept. zi.—Gov. Vaia
idlaman received two telegrams from
Ohio papers asking his opinion on
the riots at Atlanta and for a sug-
gestion as to the remedy. In reply
the governor formulated and sent out
the following to the two papers:
"In answer to your first question,
'How can we escape such spectacles
as that of Atlanta? Cannot terror of
the law and stern justice be made
just as effective as the terror of riot-
ing and mob rule?'
"It can be, provided the fifteenth
amendment shall be repealed and the
fourteenth modified so as to permit
the people of Georgia to legislate to
suit the moral qualities and intellect-
ual acquirements of the negro. The
white intanes civilization cannot be
suited to the low-browed, veneered,
semi-savage negro. When you under-
take it you demoralize the white man
and spoil the negro. The civiliza-
tion of the negro lasts just os long as
he is under the control of the white
man who inettkated -it -When -left-to
himself he as naturally drifts back
to the barbarism of the jungle as a
hog or a dog will go wild if removed
from restraint and control by a hu-
man tieing.
"The crime of rape is the brutal
manifestation of the negros aspira-
tion for social equality. To suppress
that aspiration it is therefore neces-
sary to separate the races in schools,
in politics, on railroads and street
cars, in churches and in industrial
pursuits as much as possible. The
difficulty in punishing the negro for
rape is that he always assaults his
victim in such a sly and stealthy way,
under cover of darkness, that it is al-
most impossible to identify him. Nine-
tenths of the negroes, regardless of
their station or vocation in life, sym-
pathize with the brute in his aspira.
tion for social equality, and while
'they would not perpetrate the crime,
they will give the criminal all the pro-
tection from the penalty of the law
within their power. The penalty for
this crime is going to be inflicted by
the mob. The man z,hose daughter,
wife or friend is outraged by one of
these brutes will not consent to have
the victim brought into the court
room and kefore a gaping crowd de-
tail the sfffry of her ruined life.
"It is most regrettable. I wish it
were different, but I have not one
word of censure for the man who
kills that character of destroyer of
his home. But whatever I may think
about it, or others say, he is going
to kill the brute.
"The people of the South have been
most generous to the negro. They
have given him an opportunity for
education by establishing schools;
they have given him remunerative
employment—in a word, he has been
better treated than any laborer on
earth, paid more, given more, while
he (the negro) has given less in re-
turn. I believe in protecting the ne-
gro in the enjoyment of life, liberty
and-the pursuit of happiness, but he
ihas no political rights that any white
;man is called upon to respect. He is
wholly unfit to perform properly the
functions of citizenship in a repub-
lic. And if the fifteenth amendment
should be repealed and the states
where the negroes live in large num-
bers could enact laws suited to his
peculiar nature, a great deal of the
friction between the races would be
removed.
''It is passing strange to me that
the thinking people of the North,
should be so ignorant of the negro
as a race. If they will only study
him as he is in Hayti and Cuba and
the West India islands, and then come
South and study him here, I do not
believe it would be a half decade be-
fore they- would join with me in cor-
recting the greatest blunder of the
last century by repealing the fifteenth
amendment.
" 'What can the thinking people, in
sympathy with the real conditions fac-
ing Snit countrymen, ia .the South,- do
to aid in the settlement of this great
question?'
"I have already a)Pwered that. If
the people of the North will read an
article written by Hon. Charles Frad-
vis Adams of Boston, published in the
Mlay (1906) Century, 'Reflected Light
from Africa,' and profit by reading it,
they will be of great assistance to the
people of the South by joining with
them in an effort to change the con-
stitution of the United States so that
this race question can be properly
treated by the lawmaking bodies of
the different states. If that is not
done, if the fifteenth amendment shall
not be repealed, the friction existing
between the races now will increase
as the years go by. As the disposition
which the older negro inherited from
his ancestors to submit to white dom-
ination shall be eliminated by edu-
cation, the negro will insist upon po-
litical equality. Following that, of
course, social equality. The white
man will not consent to that, and if
necessary to prevent it the whole ne-
gro race will be exterminated, and it
ought to be exterminated if it be
necessary in order to preserve the in-
tegrity of the white race. It is one
of the distinctive characteristics of
the Anglo-Saxon race that he has re-
fused to amalgamate with an inferior,
and that fact accounts for the strength
and virility of the race. To that fact
we are indebted for the civilization of
the twentieth century, for the liter-
ature of the Englist-speakieg people,
for the marvelous discoveries in sci-
ence and inpentions in mechanics. It
may be a cruel process, but it is a fact
and I dare say there is no self-respect- legislature.
ing white man with a spark of race
pride in his makeup who would have STABSit otherwise, even though it resulted.
in the extermination of every inferior
race on the globe. You can not solve
this problem along humanitarian lines,
.but it must be upon rigid scientific
principles. The sooner that fact is
recognized the better for both races."
ELEVEN STATES PRISECUTOR
HOLD Milan UNDER CHArES
SOME TELLING POINTS FOR THE
BACHELORS
There is many a man today who
c nooses a sol;tary course because, in
his estimation, matrimony is too ex-
pensive, says the Madisonville Hus-
tler. I.wain
His argument is the well threNe'a
out and too generally adopted one
that the girls of this country expect
too much for the ordinary individual
to supply: that they must begin where
their parents left off, with at least
one house in the country as well as
one in town; a locomobile as well as
a motor car or cars, and a private
banking account for dress and other
expenses that run perilously near four
figures
With a shrug of his shoulders he
pushes all thought of marriage into
'3 the background of his mind, and re-
solves not to think of it again until
he is in the forties and master of a big
fortune.
The fear of settling down is not
confined to the professional man nor
to the merchant; it attacks the indi-
vidual who (earns a yearly ealary
quite as virulently, and indeed, ex-
tends its baleful influence over all
sorts and conditions of men. It is a
bogy that is a real menace to the
happiness and prosperity of the com-
munity.
And what is so annoying and vex-
ations, to the observant is that it is a
chimera, a supposition, a theory that
will not stand firm, before an hour's
sound argument. The real reason so
many men remain single is that they
want all the money they can amass
for their own self-gratification and
shrink from sharing it with a wife.
But there are others who would
marry if they could be convinced
deat such a step would bring them
added prosperity instead' of a curtail-
ment of the good thinga of life. They
are timid souls who fear to make any
change in their existence in case it
should be a change for the worse.
Little do they guess what a difference
for the better a happy marriage
would exercise over then' bank book
or how much fuller and more really
contented their lives would become.
Though careful choice of a par neri
less difficult to make than the pessi-
mist would have believed.
The average woman is fitted to be-
come a good helpmate. Nature makes
her domesticated, anxious for her
husbancVs welfare, kind and unself-
ish. Give nine out of ten the oppor-
,tunity to prove this assertion and
they will prove it to the absolute sat-
isfaction of the most exacting hus-
bands.
The chicanery of the lodging house
keeper, and her thief of a cat, are the
inducements held out in favor of early
matrimony to the young man who is
wavering as to whether he will take
;upon himself new responsibilities or
,not. This is a feeble argument in its
If:Ivor, and one that is a libel to the
(genus landlady.
But while landladies are not all dis-
honest, neither are they all so wrap-
ped up in the interests of their young
men lodgers as the wives of those in-
diViduale would be, and so it comes
to pass that a husband's money does
go farther in the home than When he
lives in apartmnete.
The man who means to ascend the
ladder of life can most decidedly not
afford to remain unmarried, because
a wile will be such an asset to him
on the winning side. She will relieve
him of any amount of trouble concern-
14g detatle, troubles that no mere
lacitlediaMaer could control, and thus
enable 'Inn to use all his energy and
brains upon his business affairs.
There have been instances known of
men actually paying all their earn-
ings in to their wife's account at the
bank and from her taking a suffi-
ciency of ready cash to meet the pet-
ty cash expenses of each day—a plan
that works excellently when the wife
his well developed business capac-
Wee and *e husband is abscorbed in
his career. It enables the wife to
plan out their mode of expenditure to
the last penny, and to invest with
shrewdness the balance that she is
*tile to save. Those women who are
evusted to keep the purse frequently,
surprise their hiisbande by their ca-
pacity and businesslike proclivities.
To the Iprofeehional man whose 1
AIND NOMINATE CANDIDATES
FOR THE UNITED STATES
SENATE.
More Than One-Third of Vacancies
Occurring Next Year Will Be
Filled by the People.
The sentiment in favor of the elec-
tion of United States senators by the
people, -which has seemed so far off
to many advocates of that plan be-
cause it would require an amendment
to the constitution in order to put it
into effect, has been realized by the
action taken in more than a dozen
states, says the Washington Star.
The people of these states, after talk-
ing about the election of senators by
popular vote, without result, deter-
mined to secure the benefit of ,their
Contention at once by holding primary
elections before the •rateting - of their
legislatures.
During the past summer primary
elections were held in eleven south-
ern states for the selection of United
States senators by the people and the
legislatures of these states will mere-
ly ratify the action of the people by
formally electing the men who have
thus been designated. These states
are Alabama, Arkansas, Florida.
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas and Virginia In most of these
cases the legislature has not yet act-
ed, but no doubt is expressed that
they will elect in accordance with the
expressed wish of the people. Ore-
gon and Illinois have practically
adopted the same plan fr the elec-
tion of their senators.
Of the thirty vacancies occurring
next year in the senate more than a
third will have been selected by the
people in primary elections. The in-
dications are that this plan for the
choosing of senators will be adopted
in many other states and that with-
in a few years the practical operation
of the election of senators by the peo-
ple will have been put into effect.
There will then be an opportunity to
see how The new system works in
comparison with the old so far as
the ability of the men secured for
these high positions is concerned.
While the legislators would not be
legally bound by the action of the
primary, there is a moral obligation
to act in accordance with the will of
the people expressed at the primary
election that is not apt to be over-
turned by any party in power in a
HIMSELF WITH
SAFETY PIN AND DIES
Ohio in First Tries to End Life by
Cutting His Throat.
Cleveland, 0., Sept. 27.—After cut*
ting his throat with a paring knife
and fighting off his relatives, doctors
and ambulance attendants, Frank
Klapse, a Ihoemaker in Collinwood,
tried to jab a safety pin into his heart
this afternoon.
While the doctors were trying to
save his life he begged to be allowed
to die. He had been despondent be-
cause of ill health. He was over-
powered and removed to a hospital.
While there, he tore the dressings
from hie throat, seized a big safety
pin and stabbed himself repeatedly in
the left side. He was again over-
powered, but not in time, as he died
from loss of blood.
Excursions from London to Paris
and return ,allowing fourteen hours
in Paris, are advertised at $3.61
therance of his career as the busi-
ness man's existence in his office, a
wife is a possession that he cannot,
to be without. The well-ap-
pointed home, the cleverly managed
servants, the delightfully arranged en-
tertainments giver' by the rising law-
yet's wife, and the coming surgeon's,
are certificates of success, and as noth-
ing succeeds like success, gain accrues
to both host and hostess as .a res,ult
of the wife's endeavors.
The man who suffers, probably
without recognizing /Me complaint,
from chronic inertia, wants a spur to
his ambition, a characteristic he 'may
fanty he does not possess, and works
wonders under teh domination of a
dever Wife and the unconscious influ-
ence of little children.
Let such a man marry and all his
powers will be sharpened, all his be-
ing on the qui vive to find opportu-
nities for stepping up the ladder of
prosperity. He will amaze himself,
and in the hour of his triumph will
"budder when he remembers how
very nearly he ended life a failure, the
victjm of an inherent lack of enter-
prise, which matrimony completely
cured.
If he is a millionaire he cannot af-
ford not to marry, can't affordIto lose
the popularity to which his wife will
help bins; and if he be a pelitician
then IS his need for assistance just as
great and the gratitude he owes his
wife a debt that can never be paid—
an assertion the recent elections have
proved in a number Of cases.
Matrimony ought to be more of a
joint stock affair, and there would be




Editor Presents the Matter and
Johnston's Former Assistant
Takes it up.
St. Louis, Sept. 27.—One hundred
and fifty-six charges of misconduct
in office and failure to perform his
duty were made against Prosecuting
Attorney Rowland L. Johnston, of St.
Louis county, yesterday.
The charges were made by the
Good Government League, sworn to
by W. M. Pinson and presented by
Attorney J. C. Kielcaddon. The latter
said he had been at work for a
month gathering the evidence. Pin-
son is a member of the Good Gov-
ernment League and editor of time
Citizen, its Oayton organ. '
The charges weer presented to
Judge MicElhinney in his private of-
fice after court had adjourned for the
day. It was then after 5 o'clock, and
he announced that he would not take
up the matter until today or tomor-
row.
The charges, according to Kiskad-
don, constitute mallesance, misfeas-
ance and nonfeasance in office. Judge
McElhinney is requested to appoint
an attorey to draw up informations
on which the charges can be prose-
cuted. Convention on the first of-
fense would entail a forfeiture of his
office.
One hundred and twenty-three
charges are of wilful neglect in fail-
ing to prosecute persons charged with
violating the Sunday 'closing and
dramshop laws, after affidavits and
informations had been regularly made
and drawn.
Twelve charges relate to failure to
prosecute alleged bookmakers after
affidavits had been made against them
by the St. Louis police at the time
the Delmar race track was being raid-
ed under orders from Governor Folk.
Four of the chages elate to an al-
leged failue to prosecute persons
charged with selling liquor without
a license. These persons are alleged
to have operated saloons under the
guise of social clubs.
There are sixteen charges of hav-
ing accepted fees illegally.
DIAMONDS OUT OF SPACE.
Samples Mined on Earth Fragments
of Immense Meteorites.
The only real perfect diamond'
which are to be found on :his globe
are those which fall from the sky in
meteorites; all diamonds which are
mined in the diamond fields of the
world are only fragments •,f gems.
That is a startling stat ment, but
a still more startling one is that all
the diamonds to be found on this
planet have fallen on the earth from
the skies and have not, as most per-
sons suppose, been produced there
like coal and other mineral products.
Yet this is the latest !scientific as-
sertion with regard to the world's
stock of the precious stones. The
whole stock of the Kimberly mines,
with their unknown resources, and all
the gems of this character to be
found in any part of the planet—all
have fallen from space a: some time
or other.
Somewhere in the illenitable dis-
tance there is a vast diamond factory,
the only place where perfect gems are
*pcodouced. The first piece of evidence
is that the whole of the rock in which
Kimberly gems are found is similar
to nothing else on earth; it his been
given a distinguishing name (kimber-
ly) and it corresponds exactly with
the matter 'of which meteorites are
composed.
In plain language, the whole of that
vast mass of rock fell on earth from
the skies at some late period of the
worldes formation. This is rather
staggering, but it must be remember-
ed that there is a mountain in Ari-
zona which is acknowledged by all
scientists to be a meteoric mountain.
And diamonds are being found at
that spot.
Diamonds are found practically in
superAcial layers of the earth's crust;
that is ariother proof of their celestial
origin. Further, the diamond crys-
tals are formed like no others that
are of earthly origin; this is regarded
as a stong proof then they fell from
above. It is curious that earthly dia-
monds are not perfect and that some
of them when first brought from
Kimberly mines and exposed to the
air explode and crack into several
pieces. Now the stones which come
down in meteorite* also explode when
they are taken from the protecting
mass which covers them completely.
This is due to the peculiar conditions
which prevail where the stones are
produced and these conditions can
not prevail on the earth as the oxy-
gen prevents them.
In order to make a diamond it is
necessary that the constituent* should
be very hot and then cooled quite
suddenly; nothing else will account
for the peculiar shape of the crystals





thing about being poor is
make enemies for refusing
public institutions.
RECRUITS FOR ARMY
NOT MANY APPLICATIONS AT
ELmmnom TULA
Ths port of Nen Who A,re be Evi-
dence at the Government En-
listing Office and Their
Number.
"RecruitingT" The kezzrcl major
who has charge of tire r ag office
on Third wrestle swarm &tonna in his
swivel chair. "This is the lull sea-son for reerulting. There is so other
time o: situ) year when there ere so few
enlistments."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,I think. The men can get more work
and better pay outside just new, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then it Isn't always patriotism
that makes them enlist?"
The kindly faced °Meer shook his
head, relates the New York Times.
"No. Sometimes it's because they're
out of work and hard up. Others join
the army through love of adventure,
but there are some," the aghting
Ina* MUG Oil kindled; "tbere are
some who join for love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
looked nearer 17 than 20, entered the
room. He had passed the physical
examination and safely run the VIZI-
let of the other departments and had
at last reached the final court. The
recruiting officer looked the boy over
with a military keenness that was not
unkindly.
"Your age?" he asked, in a brisk
tone.
"Twenty-one," luiswered the boy.
"Will your parents certify to that?"
9 have none," sad the youth, stead-
tip', but with a nervous lingerie& of his
soft hat. "I'm an orphan."
The officer asked ItIm several other
questions and brought the tateretwer
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day," he paid,
and as the boy's face clouded, he add-
ed: "Bring certifications as to your
age and character and a recommenda-
tion from the last man for whom you
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age," explained the major.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
"But can't boys of 18 ennstr
'Certainly, but not without their
parents' consent. They have te bring
papers from their pereafti and letters
of recommendation before we'll take
them."
"And married men?"
"Generally speaking, In tiara/ oi
peace they're barred. Unless the colo-
nel of some regiment is tilling to take
a married man It is agatast the revs.
lations to enlist him. Yen understand
there's no provision made by the gov
ernment for the support of the fem.
tiles of soldiers. The men eannot live
with their families, and it Is out of
the question to move them about the
country, so the benediets are practic.
ally barred from the reeks.
"Yes, indeed, they sometimes slip
In. They deeert their wives, and
think they can escape in that way.
And some of them. if they get tired of
army life, or think they are in any
danger, resurrect their wives. as It
were, and use them as an excuse for
their discharge from the service,
Then they are dishonorably dis-
charged for having enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the caealry
because there is much less work in
the first two. A cavalryman his to
take care et his horse as well as his
equipments; he has the work of the
Infantryman and about as much again.
On the field, when camp is pitched,
be haa to look out for his horse before
he can attend to his own wants. The
artillery otters the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery Is.
"On an average in this office we
have from 1,200 to 1,500 enlistments a
year. For the pest few years San
Francisco has broken the record for
enlistments, but that Is because there
are more reenlistmenta there than
anywhere else. All the soldiers
brought bark from the Philippine,4
land in San Franeisco, and the great
ritrnber of tho31 who again enter the
army enlist In the western city."
Turtle in the Nail.
When the last western pouch was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post office a huge snap-
ping turtle walked out of the pouch and
seated Itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made Its way to the stamp de-
partment. The turtle had enough
stamps on its back to take It to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the adv,
dress had been lost In &malt. Under
the rules of the department. the turtle
will be seat to the dead-letteroMee en-
ema the sender can be found, and will
forward enough stamps to cover its
shipment back. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' association has adopted the turtle,
and, despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of being able to relegate
the turtle to the soup-pot.—Newatk
News.
Everything Accepted,
"You seem to think a good deal of
that
"Well, I ought to," admitted the Tou,,s
author. "He's the only peripo# who
never rejects my contributions."
"Ah, editor, eh?"
"No; he passes the plate at stir
riburch."—Pittsburg Poet.
Meat Discarded.
In Uruguay, until within a few yea
the sale of hides was the only part of
cattle industry that yielded say ea




Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has already used "ordinary"
Spices.. Our spices are pure,
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use











That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA., take
13acon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Here
cured others Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Be:.
BACON'S'
DRUG STORK.
Seventh and Jackson Se, Phone 237.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Dates
of sale September aoth to October
6th, r906 inclusive, limit October 8th,
1906. Round trip rate 38.50.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Ledge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember joth, October 1st and. and,
1906, limit October 6th, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Lexington, Ky., Fall Races: Dates
cf sale October and to 13th, loolS
inclusive, limit October 14th, 1903.
Round trip rate $0.33.
Louisville, Ky.—Grand Lpage, F.
8t A. 111'. • Grand Chapter -IL A.
Dates of sale Octob*er 15ifi and mdtb,
mpo6, limit October aoth, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Nashville, Tan—State Fair: Date-
of sale October 6th and 8th to rads
Inclusive, x906, limit October nstb,
114. Round trip rate $4.75.
AelheVille, N. C.,—Missionary Con-
ference Protestant Episcopal church.
l)ates of sale October aund and 23rd,
ipo4 limit Novemb.lr sfh, zgo6.
',filly', Tex., International Assoc-
fatfou of Fire engineers. Dates of
October 6th and 7th, ruo6.
it diys. Round trip rates $2r.00.
"Of course I will dance with you,
but if you dent' mind ,wont' you
please use Your handkerchief
The man looked .at her blankly a





OLD SANTA CUBA RULER'SUNIQUE CHARACTER
GETTING R E T 0 FMRALF,SCTORUANDIA.RPYA LMHAOROILS ES
TEACHER TO HEAD
OF REPUBLIC.




,Oreat Ships Loaded With the Latest
Works of Art Arrived at
Philadelphia.
While the children of Naducah have
been amusing themselves with the va-
rious summer games old Santa Claus
has been busily engaged getting
ready for Christmas. His toy and
notion shops have been running night
' ,'• o so- ! .1 large force in various
:places have been employed in pre-
paring appropriate, presents for the
good children who study hard and
obey their pliretts lid teachers. Old
Santa loves a good child and ts go-
ing to provide for him or her. In-
formation comes that the steamship
Menominee, loaded to its upper decks
with all kinds of toys from Antwerp,
has arrived at Philadelphia. From
these wonderful stores old Santa
Claus will purchase his supplies,
which it is said will exceed in beauty
and usefulness any yeag in the long,
long past. Its precious cargo, which
is a veritable childhood's paradise,
means great times for youngsters
this Christmas. Even now, while
grimy boys are whacking base balls
on the lots, a thoughtful Santa Claus
Is calculating how many toys it will
take to bring happiness to every child
In the country.
So now this knocks out the theory
completely that there isn't any Santa
Claus.
And such toys! To say that there
is everythng under the sun among
them would hardly convey the idea
of the kind and quality in the hold
of the Menominee.
Besides the hundreds of things
which belong to Toyland, there is no
end of toys just like the latest in-
ventions. Let a man invent some-
thing that flies, sinks or moves, and
you have it in Toyland.
The Henderson Journal, speaking
of this ship and the toys, says:
There is no end of submarine
boats--pleculiar cigar-shaped affairs,
with a little captain, who bobs his
head up out of the turret every time
the ship comes to the surface. An-
other submarine boat has a light
whose rays illumine the water for
"miles" (childhood miles) when it is
submerged.
Then there are torpedo boats that
destroy fortresses along the coast.
Dangerous guns protrude from the
sides of the boats, and they can real-
ly destroy. The forts come with the
boats, and, strange to say, they are
made to destroy.
Then there are battleships from all
the nations of the earth Admirals
and crews come with the ships.
Speaking of admirals, there is one
who salutes and gives orders. There
is a captain who waves his sword
when he gives the command to fire,
and a company of sailors who are
made to march in line by the turning
of a crank.
There are airships galore, and all
lcinds of balloons. The ships are
equipped with the latest steering
gear, such as Knabenshue uses, and
they encircle great cities and come
down with a bump.
• You wouldn't want better railroad
systems than those in Toyland. There
are signals and switches to prevent
accidents and electric switches to
throw danger signals along the line.
And the animals are enough to
mike a horse laugh. There is a wise
bulldog that winks his eye and wags
his tail, a monkey that shins up a
tree, a bear that hugs a pretty girl
in the woods, and hosts of other
things. In the aquatic line there are
fishes that open. their mouths as they
swim, turtles that move their legs
and alligators that crawl and swim.
Among the dolls there Is every-
thing that will firing joy to the lit-
tle girl. One doll calls for "papa"
as she lays down, and another coos a
lullaby when she goes to bed,.
Speaking of toys,- the dealer said:
"The toy gives the boy the first idea
of mechanics and invention, and these
are his sunshine."
RATHER MIXED.
Both the Question of Relationship
and the Questioner.
A correspondent of the Mayfield
Iftessenger writes:
"My wife and myself have just
made a trip up to our native county
in Middle Tennessee.
"The question referred to is this:
While up there we learned of a cit.
cumstance like this: About thirty
miles this side of Nashville there is an
old man who had a son who married
a wife. They had a son and the young
man died, then the old man married
the young man's wife, which was the
old man's daughter-in-law. They had
a son. Now will the editor of our
much esteemed paper or some of its
many readers tell what kin those
boys are. The first boy the old manfs
son. The second boy his father and
both by the same woman.
"W. T. FUQUA."-
The Municipal Guards of Rome
went on strike two weeks ago be-
cause .the council wanted to reduce
their pay of 16 cents a day to 8 cents.
Washington, D. C., Sept. v.—Tom-
as Estrada Palma did not consider it
extraordinary that he a country
schoolmaster of New York state,
should he transformed suddenly into
president of the republic of Cuba. In
his own mind he bad been the legal
possiessior of the high title neatly
thirty years before he was installed
on Mlay 2o, 1902. Had not the revo-
lutionists formally elected hint their
leader between skirmishes with the
'Spanish tyrants in the ten years' war?
To his peaceful neighbors at Central
Valley, N. Y., where he conducted his
school for eighteen years of the wait-
ing period, he said little, but the few
wio k;iew ii.i horaos
he persisted in claiming the office,
even in the midst of his captivity in a
Spanish fortress.
"I am president of the Cuban re-
public," he said to his guards when
they demanded his "occupation," in
the course of a census at the battle-
rnented prison among the Pyrenees in
1878.
His election, therefore, after the re-
cent war was looked upon merely as
a restoration of his rights. With no
'special elation, though with the mod-
esty that has always characterized
him, he leaped out of enforced ob-
scurity into the Havana palace once
occupied by the gay-lived captans
general of Spain. As if he had been
accustomed to the new position in all
the decades of retirement, he went
about the complex task of running a
government with as much apparent
confidence as he had, shown when he
established a private academy to tide
over 'his banishment.
VVIhatever may be the weakness of
Tomas Estrada Palma, there is no
lack of self-possession in his makeup.
And along with 'this quality he has
skill at organivation and industry.
That he has combined personal mod-
esty and unfailing politeness with his
mental fitness for the office has been,
no doubt, a supplementary cause of his
success in avoiding troubles for so
long.
Without underestimating this
worth, it goes without saying that
capable leaders are none too numers
ous in Cuba. Even a man of moder-
ate talents was bound to take an im-
portant place in the councils of the
new nation at the time when Palma
gained his foothold As he himself
once remarked to an interviewer:
"There were so few strong men that
any one who steppedi to the front and
assumed command of a group of men
was obliged to become at least a
general, quickly."
Yet the career of the republic's
president and his personality are of
unusual interest. Few, if any, of his
countrymen have passed through
more varied adventures, served their
cause so continuously and steadfast-
ly, or displayed the conservatism
that has been his distinguishing
trait; none has met with such suc-
cess or won such popularity.
President Palma was born in 1835
in the province of Bayern°, where his
father was a rich land owner and cat-
tle raiser. The boy had all the ad-
vantages money could give him. He
studied, under a private teacher at
home, and finally was sent to Spain
to enter the university at Seville.
There he was graduated in the law,
and it was his intention to become a
barrister in Cuba.
'that he was never to achieve this
ambition was due to the spread of
the revolutionary fury. His return
to the island was followed by the mut-
terings that preceded the long fight
for liberty. His father died, and it
developed upon the young man to
manage the estate. The war ,bega'n.
The Spaniards, besides confiscating
his lands, captured his mother and
practically tortured her to death.
"They tortured her in an effort to
extort from 'her information.she did
not possess," he said, in describing
his bereavement years afterward, "and
when they left they left her half
dead ii the woods, Where, after wan-
dering for days, she was rescued, too
late to save her life.'
Casting his lot with the revolution-
ists, giving them what ready money
he could raise and fighting with
them wheiever the chance came, he
quickly rose to leadership, wis chos-
en a deputy and finally became pres-
ident of the provisional government.
This government was a migratory es-
tablishment, moving its headquarters
as often as the enemy made it nec-
essary; but it was recognized by the
natives none the less, and Cuba Libre
continued to loolle upon Palma as its
chief, with Gen Maximo Gomez as his
secretary of war
While on a march with a few
troops Palma was captured by the
Spanish cpatain, Mozo Viejo
Having spent a few days in Morro.
castle, Havana, he was sent to Spain,
where he 'spent ten months in various
prisons, his last stop being in the
fortress of Giguems, in the foothills
of the Pyrenees It was there that he
again proclaimed himself president of
the republic When they let 'him go
free, in 1878, the ten years' war was
over, and Spain had tightened her
grip on the island to such an extent
that it was useless for him to returb.
Senor Palma is in the first year of
h's second term as president, hav-
ing been re-elected by the Conserva-
tives in the spring of this year. That
tthe radicals have grown strong enough
to father even an embryonic revolu-
tion against his rule is evidence that HUNTING BIG EGGS.his- grip on the public favor of the
young nation is far less firm than for-
merly, but if the cable dispatches are
to be relied upon, there still remains
in the island a majority. enthusiasti-
cally in his favor. Among the influ-
ential men of that majority, it is re-
called, are not a few of "Schoolmas-
ter •Paima's boys"—boys who were
trained in the country school at Cen-
tral Valley, and later returned to the
land of their fathers, all devoted to
the interests of the kindly teacher
who played the part of foster parent




Billy Delaney Persuades the Retired
Champion to Take Up the
Game Again.
San Francisco, Sept. 27.—Big Jim
Jeffrica, retired champion of the
world, has announced his return to
the ring. He stands ready to Am'
any man selected by his old manager-,1
Billy Delaney.
Jeffries arrived at this decision yes-
terday. He was in the city for a few
hours while on his return from Ore-
gon to Los Angeles. He was met
here by Delaney, and the two paid a
visit to the hostelry of Eddie Gra-
ney, on Fillmore street.
It is said that Graney contrived to
leave Delaney and Jeffries alone in
his office, and it was during this pe-
riod that Delaney got in his deadly
work. He strongly advised Jeffries to
take up the fighting game again.
"Why should I?" asked Jeff. "I
am as happy as a king now, have all
the world's goods I need and haven't
even a care in the world. I can go
away on a 'hunting trip and while I
am absent the alfalfa is growing and
the cattle arc fattening. It I desire
the farm and take up fighting, who
can tell what's going to happen'?"
Delaney pleaded with his o9d pro-
tege. He said it was a shame to
have so much brawn and cleverness
and fighting force lying fallow.
"You're as good as you ever were,
right now, Jim, and it may be quite
different a year or two from now.
There's an, old saying, you know,
that a retired champion always gets
back into the game at least once, and
I want to see you take your second
whirl at fighting while you are at your
best."
Delaney said a whole lot more, and
Jeffries put on his considering cap.
Finally the big champion jumped to
his feet and said:
"All right, I'll do whatever you
say."
"That's all there is to it for the
present," said Delaney. "Jim is go-
ing to fight again. Who he will meet
and how soon he will be ready are
things to be thought of later."
CREWS WINTER IN ARCTIC
Out of Five Hundred Whalers Only
One Death Is Reported.
Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 27.—Five hun-
dred sailors wintered in the Arctic
omen with the loss of only one life,
according to Inspector Howard, the
head of the nitthwest police patrol at
Seven or eight American whales,
unprepared for a winter in the ice, he
says, were caught in the Arctic last
autumn It was feared that great
hardship and many deaths would re-
sult among the crews, Inspector How-
ard reports, however, that up to May
3 the only death had been that of a
sailor suffering from consumption.
Venison was plentiful and all the
vessels have provisions that will last
until the arrival of the relief ship
The sailors expect to be released from
the ice by July 6 and intended to ra-
turn to meet the supply ship August
to. One American whaler, the Bank,
has not been heard . from, but it is
believed that she is safe, although
caught in the ice so far from the oth-
ers that crimmunication could not be
established.
The Pleasure Marred.
"Now, Horace," said the little boy's
mother, who had just moved to the
country from the crowded city, 'why
don't you run over and play in that
field there?"
"It can't be very nice over there,"
replied the little boy. "I don4 see
any 'Keep off the grass' signs there."
—Philadelphia Press.
Dr. Edward Hoeber of the staff of
the Berlinder Tageblatt, who not long
ago wrote an article on how to avoid
Alpine accidents, was killed the other
day while climbing the Little Ziripe,
in the Dolomites
+ + + + + + + + + +
• Kentucky Fair Dates.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Henderson, September 26-4 days.
Falmouth, S9Oitember 26-4 does-
rembrolce, September 27-3 days....








ROW THE COLLECTOR GETS AND
PRESERVES HIS SPECIMENS.
It Is Necessary to Have Outfits as
Exteusive as Those of Hunters
of Big Game—Some Par-
ticulars.
Those who think deer or mountain
lion hunting to he hard work ought to
try hunting hawks' nests for awhile
and get a taste of the really strenuous
life. Hawks neat all over the world,
from the equator to the far north; they
make up one of the largest and most
widely known of any of the bird fam-
Wes. To them belong the great bald
eagles and the tiny sparrow hawks
everyone knows. But their habits are
a. different, so that methods which
will result in the finding of one hawk's
nest, says the Los Angeles Times, will
take the hunter directly by tho home
of another species. The little sparrow
hawk lays its MIS in a hollow tree,
while the eagle builds a bulky nest ol
all sorts of sticks and places it in the
V017 tiptop of the highest available
tree.
The hawk hunter—who, by the way,
calls himself an "oologist"—takes with
him as much of an outfit as would, 'a
deer hunter. First of all, he wears a
suit of duck or khaki, lemon, or, prefer-
ably, forest green in color, and instead
of the usual heavy shoes of a hunter,
light leather creations which yield to
every movement of the foot and cling
as tenaciously to the bark of treea as
would the barefoot To aid him in
climbing still further, he °antes a
pair of the "climbers" used by tele-
phone and telegraph linemen. Added
to this is a tin boa having straps on
each end so that it may be easily car-
ried, and in which the eggs are care-
fully packed in cotton.
Entering the forest or the cliff-walled
canyon, the modern hawker strikes out
earr2illy, treading as silently as any
deer hunter, searching the skies fre-
quently with a field glass for the great
birds he seeks. Hawks, eagles and
most of the owls nest in early spring
from the first of February to the end
of May, so that the collector must be
afield early in order to get eggs in
which incubation has not commenced
He scans the tops of trees or such
likely places as he knows and, finding
some great bulk of sticks looming
darkly against the sun, he lays down
his paxaplaemalia and ascends the tree
If the hawk be one of the large specie,
known as buzzard hawks, a rap on the
trunk of Ile tree will usually send the
nesting bird In screaming llght frott
her home. With the smaller hawks
this test does not apply, but the e•
perienced hawker rarely climt,s to •
nesctfromshich no bird can be indued t  
ay.
Once secured and brought Weil
home, the next thing for the "oologist•
to do is to preserve the eggs. This he
does by drilling • small hole in ono
aide of the egg and removing the cos
tents by means of a blowpipe. !nitro
ments are manufactured for this pun
pose, and many are of intricate make
for use when the eggs are valuable
and so far incubated as to be unsav
able with the unaided blowpipe
When the eggs are emptied of theit
tiootenta, they are thoroughly drief
with hot air and then laid ciarefuli
away in trays of cornmeal to beconst
entirely dry in case the air has left
any drops of moisture. In a day oe
two they are placed in their flail nest
Of cotton in the drawer of a cabinet
where many other hawks' eggs have
preceded them Earth collection is cat
alogued, and the eggs are marked with
a known symbol, so that not only mao
each set be distinguished from all the
others, but each species may also be
known by a glance at the egg and
without reference to the printed eat&
lotus.
Many thousands of dollars' worth of
hawks' and other birds' eggs pass an-
nually through the mails of this noun
try. They are sent in exchange be-
tween collectors living in widely sep-
arated parts of America, and many
come from Europe, where the study of
birds' eggs and ,he sport of collecting
them have been developed to a much
greater extent than here.
A rare merlin found only In the
northern part of Canada during the
breeding season lays an egg worth $16
to its fortunate tinder; and not only
this, but the merlin usually lays some
three to five eggs in every nest, so
that a "set" (as the full number of
ergs laid by a bird is called) may be
worth a neat BUM to the hawker who
finds it. But it is not for money that
most of these men who have taken up
this kind of sport• go out; many of
them are independently rich, others
are in lucrative positions, but they
take it up as a means of getting out
into the world of the wild, and bring
home the eggs as souvenirs of theb
trips. In time this has grown to be
• regular study, until now almost all
the large museums have a department
devoted exclusively to the study of the
eggs of birds, living and extinct.
An Exceptional Occupation.
• Parisian actor who formerly made
• good income In his profession is now
earning his living as a cab driver. Re
bee taken this step to spite his di-
vorced wife. Wherever he went she
pot a Hen on his salary. The actot
found that the only occupation in
I
gralch his wife was helpless against
litsi was cab driving, because he drew
no wages ked hild to pay for the hire
of ths cab. He says be is making a
good hiring and is quite happy.
Getting His lamps.
Molly—: hear your brother Is we
leg corsets, now?
Cholly—Ok yea, he's trying to gef
Is ghape for the winter attatAppli say
—Yonkers Statesman.






He's Been Selling Them Thirty Tears. Re and His
Brother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR ;$1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Weil & Co.,




Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
d D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,






WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUT'Y TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORA710NIB OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KIND S OF DECORATIONS.
C.  C. Leo, 315 Bwai.
S.?. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUN ERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
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Friday Morning, September 28, 1906.
The Independence League.
The fact that in many of the cities
the two leading political parties are
dominated by the corporations, has
caused t+ is DI thousands of seaters
in eaoh party to become independent
of party lines and to vote for wheni
they pleased. Ten yeats ago the
party lash m as wielded with teil:ng
effect upon voters Nho deemed
effiliation wit either of the two
perties, het the party lash has lost
all of its terrors. Nice who were
the most bitter partisens ten years
ago are wee), among :he most pro-
pounced independent voters. They
long since became convinced that the
so-called leaders of the party were
Out for the stuff and ready to do the
wiil of those who had designs upon
the public. The scales have fallen
fiom the eyes of the voters, and
realizing that the average party lead-
er was out for self, the voter has
fellowed his example and now votes
for his own interests.
So strong has the independent
movement become in this country,
that in cities like New York and
Chicago, there has been formed
leagues known and styled as the In-
dependence League. Thousands of
the very best citizens in the coun-
t-y are members of those organiza-
ticns and they are growing at such
I tate that the league may almost
be classed as a party. The object
of the Independence League, and
there should be one in every city, is
set fortlien an editorial in the Chi-
cago Examiner which has this to
say on the subject:
All that work, all
somethng in return fo
that the country give
terested in the Indepe








"The Independencs League repre-
sents rebellion against government
by trusts, against taxation without
the permission of tee taxed as that
taxation is now carried on.
_"The officials of today do not
represent the people—and the peo-
ple know it. The officials are put
in office by bosses that the trusts
cern. and then they work for the
trusts that own their bosses.
"Wealth created by .all the people
(eight to belong to all the people.
That is clear. The rulers of the
countr • oelay 'have become rulers
by their power to steal for them-
selves the national and city property.
They put in office and keep
in office the officials that are
most servile in helping on their
stealing plans.
"The Gas Trust, the Ice Trust, the
telephone .monopoly—all the ingen-
iously planned corporaeions—oppress
lid rob the people in the -eltiee.
"In the country the farmers are at
the mercy of. railroads taxing them
more heavily than any government
would dream ce taxing them.
Throughout the entire country 'it :s
a struggle of the indtvidual to keep
his chance in life. to keep out of
the clutches of organized monoply.
"No wonder the Independence
ltague has come into being. No
wonder the nation witnesses a move-
ment for political independence such
as hasi.ppt heti: igen in many *ears.
fealfze that even their
vote le made into a joke. They find
that the ballot, which, they thought
always would protect them in the
end, is a dull, blunt weapon, made
;useless by dishonesty.
. "The people of this country would
not be men worthy of free govern-
ment if they had not united, as they
have united through the , 







ness man, the in-
is the party that
rmination of those
be governed , no
whe live upon the
and to restore to the people the
government which belongs to them.
"In talking with a man it is only
necessary to ask him the truth about
himself.
"Ask him whether he knows tha
the conspiracy of the ice tru
prevented the harvesting of a regul
ice crop. Ask him how much he p
for ice and how much suffering
ice trust causes among the poor.
"Ask him especially the nam
the thg public rascals that ar
posed to the Independence L
movement. He will not be
mention by name a single
enemy that is not also an e
the Independence League
that it stands for. •
'There is no need of c
argument in this case.
"Every man of intellige
that he has practically
say about his own gove
'Every man of pride
he should be powerfu
as any other man—i
mentof the republic.
"The movement of rebellion
against trust government is a move-
ment of common sense and seff-re-
spect. Work for it, work pith it.
Urge your friends to assert them-
selves as men entitled to vote, to
think and have their say in a country
that was made for them and not for




































e has been introduced
I council 'of Nashville
oon license to the busi-
of the city. The brewers
who back the saloons
the residence districts will
ong fight to defeat the or-
ut the probabilities are that
ance will be passed. Exper-
s shown that it is best for
o establish and maintain a sa-
istriet. It is easier to police
where the saloons are confined
e business portions, and far less
e results from such a rule. The
oon district ordinance in Paducah
uld be revived' and passed.
The ceief topic for discussion be-
ore the session of the League of
American Municipalities, now being
held in Chicago, is the public owner-
ship of public utilities. There is one
pointed fact in connection with the
matter and that is nearly every city
in the country is going on record for
owning the public utilities, and not a
single one that does own them are
trying to get rid of them.
Ex-Banker Stensland is now a con-
. t in the Joliet penitentiary. Three
months ago he was respected and had
the confidence of the people. Now he
occupies a felon's cell and may die be-






Probable That if Nothing is Effected
Monday Night, Question Will Be
Turned Back to Trustees.
The school arbitration committee
was to hold another session last ev-
ening at the office of Mr. Eli G.
Boone, one of the members, but on
account of three of the committeemen
being absent, nothing was dene as the
members do not desire to act without
a full representation by both sides.
It has been three weeks now since
the matter was turned over by the
trustees to the arbitration body, but
it seems nothing can be accomplish-
ed'. Although it was not voted to
do so last evening, it is probable that
if nothing can be effected by fleet
Monday evening that the committee-
men will surrender the matter and
turn it hack to the twelve trustees to
let them adjust matters as best they
tam
On the three absentees reventing
the desired gathering lest ;vening, it
was decided+ to try and bold another
session next Monday evening, and if
attempts at settlei ent prove futile,
this alternative will robably be tak-
en.
Superintendent Lieb has been sick
with lumbago for several days, but
was yesterday able to be at his offioe
again in the high school
RUSSELL SAGE HEIR IS DEAD
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept 27.—Earl
Chapin 74 years old, a resident of
the national soldiers' home and who
was said to have bsen one of the
heirs to the estate of his uncle,
Russell Sage, is dead. Chapin had
been ailing front general debility for
seme time None of his relatives WUF
with him during his last






MR. STANLEY MILLER OF CITY
OF MEXICO, TAKES THE
POSITION.
The Sewerage Contract Has Been
Let to Thomas Bridges Who is
Now Ordering Material.
After many weeks of negotiations,
City Engineer L. A. Washington has
at last procured an efficient assistant
engineer, who arrived in the city sev-
eral days ago and is waiting to be
placed to work. He is Mr. Stanley
Miller. formerly of Baton Rouge, La.,
but who for severarYears past' has
been associated with the engineering
department of the Mexico Light and
Power Company of the City of Mex-
eomes highly recommeuded
and seems to thoroughly understand
his business. He is now awaiting the
return of Engineer Wlashington from
Chicago, where the latter went to at-
tend the annual convention of the
Municipalities Association of the Un-
ited States. He is expected to re-
turn tomorrow, accompanied by May-
or Yeiser, City Auditor .Alexander
Kirkland and Secretary J. Q. Taylor
of the board of public works, all of
whom are participating in the assem-
bly at the Windy City.
Assistant Miller will have charge of
the new sanitary and storm sewers
that are to be constructed in this city
the coming winter, the city is to pay
him $125 per month and+ furnish him
with all the instruments and men nec-
essary to supervise this undertaking.
He is secured by Engineer Washing-
ton for this work, as the latter
has so many other things to look
after that he has not the time to de-
vote to anything else.
The contract to construct these
sewers has been let to Contractor
Thomas Bridges, his bid being $:19,-
750,24, and he expects to start on the
undertaking shortly, being at present
at work ordering his material for the
mammoth undertaking. It will take




It is not conceivable, that the
Municipal Assembly and the Mayor
of St. Louis can be brought to agree
upon legislat'on licensing advertising
signs for the full width of the side-
walks. St. Lous has rid itself of these
unsightly nuisances and it should




JUDGE REED FINISHED WITH
EVERYTHING BUT THEM
AT BENTON.
Undo Murphy Was Placed in Jail
Here Yesterday by Deputy Mar-
shal Wade Brown.
Judge W. M. Reed finished with
everything except the grand jury- yes-
terday at Benton, and returned to his
home in the city. The grand jury
has a number of matters ie desires
to investigate and the judge permit-
ted ;hem to remain in sesston until
finished. He dismissed the petit jur-
ors and brought everything to a close
with exception of these investigations
Sack In Jail.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade Brown yesterday brought back
to this city Lindo Murphy, who was
lodged in the county jail, where he is
being heed awaiting the United States
court on the charge of bootlegging
He has just finished serving a sen-
tence given him at the Edderville peni-
tentiary for robbing a man in this
city, and on being released, the deputy
marshal met him M the door of the
prison and arrested him for the boot-
legging charge. He was out on bond
for the bootlegging accusation bat his
sureties gave him up:
CRACKS IT: WILL LIVE
Chinese Laundry Is Wrecked as Re-
sult oil Celestial's Mistake.
Cleveland, 0., Sept. 27.—Vee Hing,
proprietor of a clothes washery on
Elm street, mew knows the difference
between a railroad toepedo 'wild a
nut. He gained his knowledge through
bitter 'experience.
A railroad man sent his otteralls to
Hing's laundry, forgetting to teeriove
a railroad torpedo from one of the
Pockets. Hirrg discovered the torpe-
do.
"Nice nutty," he murmured to him-
self as he reached for a flat. iron.
His innocent curiosity prompted
him to crack open the torpedo. He
laid it on the floor and gave it a
bang with the flat iron.
They may Save Hing, b the laun-
dry floor is a wreck.
Mr. T. tta PresnelYOt,S1nithlauhh1
in the citieon bum' set.'
WARRANTS FOR
DISTILERY CO.
CLAIMED IT HAS DISPOSED
OF LIQUOR WITHOUT A
LICENSE.
Irene Clemons Held to the Grand
Jury on Two Charges of Pass-
ing Worthless Checks.
Yesterday morning in the police
court the Paducah Distilleries com-
pany was warranted on the charge
of selling liquor without a license.
Judge Puryear continued all the war-
rants over until today. The charges
svere lodged by City License Inspec-
tor George Lehnhard. The distiller-
ies company's liquor license was
taken away the first of last July by
•the_ city_  authorities because the con-
cern used obscene literature in ad-
vertising its business. The company
was 'then on Second street near
Broadway. but now has the stock
stored on Third near Kentucky
enue.
James Sayer was given a post-
ponement until tomorrow of the dis-
orderly conduct charge against him.
Until today was continued the war-
rant charging Goolie Graves, negress,
with stealing the dress skirt belong-
ing to a daughter of Dr. J...W. Pend-
ley.
Irene Clemons, alias Nettie Beck-
enbaugh, was held over to the grand
jury on two charges of getting 4 .y:
Bauer to cash worthlthrt necks, one
of which called for $to and the other
fsr $2. Her bond in each case was
fixed at $200.
The malicious ass.fult charge
ageinst Tom Lowery a n*L. Eettrnett
Shoffner was continued until tomor-
row. They are accused of pounding
another over the heed with rocks in
the commons near the Union depot
one week ago.
The three cases against L. M.
Stephon, the druggi•t. were e•mtinued
until tomorrow. lie is ac:rised of
selling cocaine without a prescription.
John Hagerty was fined $5 for dis-
orderly conduct, while Ed Wilson
was fined $25 for entering thee !Bolin
restaurant, eating a meal and then re-
fusing to pay for it.
Early Avery, colored, ..ould not
agree to return to Clarksville, Tenn.
with Marshal Robertson, of that city.
without a requisition, the judge or-
dered the darky held in jail until the




REV. CAVE WILL RETURN TO-
ITAT, FROM FULTON
GATHERING.
Louisville Conference Nov in Session
at Central City by Methodists—
Temple Isreal Services.
Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First gres-
byterian church, will re urn today
from Fulton where he has been at-
tending the gathering of tile Paducah
'
Presbytery. Many dele.Tates have
been there and considerable import-
ant business transacted. Rev. Ben-
jamin Andres, of Marion, was selected
moderator and Rev. C. N. Whorton
of Marganfield, the clerk.
Rev Frank Hawley, of Fulton, has
been given charge of the .. church
there, to preaeh every Sunday morn-
ing and evening. Heretofore he has
preached in town during the morning,
and in the country (luring the evening.
His installation, service occurred last
evening .
,Louisville Conference.
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church, and Dr. J.
1) Smith left yesterday for Central
City to attend the Louisville Metho-
rfist conference that is now in session
at that place.
Day of Atonement.
This evening at 7:30 o'clock special
services will be conducted at Temple
Isreal, commemorative of the Day of
Atonement, the subject being "Thou
Art The Wan." Tomorrow morning
at 9:3o c?docle worship will again he
held, with topic of "True Atone-
:tient".
Church Societies,
The Missionary society of the
First Presbyterian church meets this
'afternoon at 3:30 o'cl,-ick at the lec-
ture room
The Duties Mite society cot EU
First Baptist church will not meet
this afternoon with Mrs. Lassiter, ac-
count the 'bad weather.
Twisting the Lion's Tongue.
Father Time (closely examining
small incision in tree trunk)—Who's
been trying to cut this tree down?
Teddy Roosevelt (in manner of
young George Washington)—Father
I Ian not tel a Ii. I did at with my
litl ax.





Lots of shoes that are "good for the money" are not good foranything else.
Good material and good workmen produce stylish, good wear-ing shoes.
A look at, a try on and a term of wear is what we askof you now and we shall win your regard for
 MEN AND MEN. PATENT, CALF AND VIC1110.
BUTTON, BALS, AND BLUCHERS
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY.
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER---THAT'S QUALITY."
:=1:=Zte====tattenttereunzatneent
"WATCHES"
Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swell linein Dueber .Hampden watches, one of the most popular in themarket. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any movement youwish. Let US repair your watch.
PHONE 161 OLD
if your clocic is out of onaer; we will call for it and warrantevery job in our line. Beautiful wedding presents in sterl-ing silver, cut glass or hand painted china. We are offeringsome special low prices for the next to days.
Eye-See Jewelry CIIN Optical Co.
3:3 BROADWAY




CIRCUS DAY BOYS DEPARTMENT
THOUSANDS OUT TO WITNESS
THE ATTRACTIONS OF
BARNUM AND BAILEY.
Very Muddy and Inclement But
Many Braved This and Were
Fully Repaid for Trouble.
Despite the fact that yesterday
and last evening were very incle-
ment, thousand were out to witness
the Barnum & Balky circus, which
pleased highly as it always does, the
attractions beingr _of the same
high-class order that has character -
zed this circus for years.
'The seats were not filled to their
utmost capacity, but thousands were
Out for each performance, and turned
away greatly delighted. It was very
muddy around the grounds. but the
people trtniltred through this ankle
deep.
A number of new and entertaining
features could be seen in every ring,
and the propretors by their attrac-
tions showed they were still the old-
time leaders in their line which they
have headed for years.
Fred Zradner, one of the acro-
bats had to be left here in Riverside
hospital on account of being attacked
with appendicitis yesterday. He will
probably have to be operated upon.
The circus got away this morning
for Cairo where it shows today.
ELKS HOME.
Mayfield Brethren Will Pr
Take Up the Idea Shortly.
The Mayfield Messenger of yester-
day speaks as follows regarding the
Elks there erecting a handsome
home:
"How would a $5000 Elics home
look in Mayfield? While that may
sound a little curious anti funny to
some people, yet such a funny thing
is possible and probable. The May-
field lodge is aufficiently strong td
erect such a building, and the ques-
tion is being agitated by some of the
members and will be brought before
the lodge. In nearly every city in
the United States the Elks have a
handsome home and one in Mayfield
would be a feather in the city's cap.
There are plenty of available lots on
which to build and the Messenger





He Becomes Assistant to Mr olake
Godfrey Who Has Cha F, of
Important Bramert
Mr. Pierson Lockwood left yes-terday for Dayton, Ohm, to .locateand become seeistant to M. i3.akeGodfrey, who has charge of the boy's
department in the Young Men's
Christian Association of that city.
Mr. Godfrey Ns the sterling and Aprogressive young man who was SeC-
retary of the local Y. M. C. A. beforeit disbanded a year or two ago, Af-ter departing from here 'he resumedhis work in the state office at Lou-
isville, but last spring accepted the
offer to go to Dayton and take
charge of the boys department for
the organization of that city.
The Dayton Y. M. C. A., owns a
handsome building, has a membership
of several thousand and maintains its
different departments in a very hand-
some and attractive manner.
Mr. Lockwood has always been
deeply interested in Y. M. A. C. and
churdh work in this city, and being a
young man of unusually energetic
and Vigorous qualities, will make a
success in his new field. He is one
of Paducah's beet and most popular
young men, and on his departure
carried with him the wishes of all for
success and prosperity, ig_Dayton.
VOOTBALL PLAYER IS KILLED
Kicked in Head, Troy, N. Ya Youth
'Expires Soon After.
Princeton, N. J., Sept. ea.—While
'carrying the hall over for a touch-
down in A practice game of foot-
ball at Lawrenceville today John P.
Kennedy, captain and right half back
of the Lawrenceville eleven, was
kicked in the head. He walked off
the field apparently unhurt, but died
an hour later in- the gymnasium of
the school. He was 21 years of age
and his borne was at Troy, N. Y.
•  — 
Mr. Richard McGregor, the news-
paper man, has gone to Mattoon,




t. . GREEK HAS TO PAY THE
REMAINING $700 OF FINE
HE WAS LET OFF FOR $250 WITH UNDERSTANDING
THAT HE NEVER VIOLA TE THE LAW AGAIN, BUT UP-
ON ANOTHER CONVICTIO N HE WILL HAVE TO BEAR
THE ENTIRE COST ASSESSED AGAINST HIM.
William Greek, the foreigner who
• keeps the 
refreshment and liquid
f stand jast outside the 
entrance to
9 AN, allace park, has shown what a
ts fool he is by not letting well enough
alone. By behaving himself he
could have gotten off by paying
$250 fines, but as it ia he has to pay
$50 more in Justice Emery's court
and $700 additional in Judge Light-
foot's court. It is all because he
could not resist the temptation to
sell intoxicating drinks without a lic-
ense. at his stand near the park.
Several months a_go a large number
oI charges;tete lodged against
,Greek in the court of Judge Light-
foot, charging him with selling liquor
without a license at his place of busi-
ness, and with also having disposed
of the bevrage of minors. Judge
Lightfoot fined Greek $050, but upon
the latter agreeing to never again
sell in intoxicating beverages with-
out first procuring a license, the
judge let himrot eying only dap
of the fines, with the understanding
that he was to pay the other $70o
if he ever violated the law again.
Yesterday Justice Emery had
Greek before him in the mtgisterial
cc.tut on the charge of selling intox-
icants. Greek confessed to violating
the law and was fined $50
Judge Lightfoot, after yesterday's
trial, said he would compelle Greek
to pay the other $700 he was relived
of several months ago, upon his
pledge of good behavior. If
Greek cannot ps'y it, the judge will
send him to jail. In_trying the cases
at the tine the judge. stated 'he
wanted to break up this practice on
the part of Greek, as the stuff sold
,.vas claimed to be non-intoxicating,
when in fact it made anyone as drunk
as any other beverage.
The judge believes that by com-
pelling Greek to pay the remaining
$7co of the fine that it will break
up the place, and also the abominable
practice.
LIGHTFOOT'S THIRD TRIAL NOW
ON AT MEMPHIS
LIEUTENANT THOMAS POTTER AND CITY JAILER THOMAS
EVITTS GO DOWN TO GIVE EVIDENCE IN THE CELE-
BRATED ACTION, WHEREIN LIGHTFOOT HAS TWICE
BEEN SENTENCED TO HANG, BUT EACH TIME THE SU-
PREME COURT REVERSED THE LOWER TRIBUNAL.
City Jailer Thomas Evetts will
leave today for Memphis to attend
trial of William Lightfoot, colored,
who is charged with murdering Roy
Sloane, v.-kite, several years ago. Lieu-
tenant Thomas Potter goes down
next Morsday to appear in the case,
he and the jailer both being witness-
es to testify to the character of some
parties sem reside here and made af-
fidnvits in favor of the accused.
This case has attracted much at-
tention over 'Western Kentucky and
Tennessee, because Lightfoot has
been sentenced to hang twice_ but
each time the matter was carried to
the supreme court of Tennessee and
IitM trials ordered by the circuit trib-
unal.
Lightfoot was employed by the 11-
l'itois 'Central railroad out of Jack-
son, Tenn. Sloan was a young rail-
roader employed by the same line
down in Mississippi. The latter was
a mere lad and was "dead beading"
his way to Greenville, Ky.. to visit his
brother. On the same train Light-
foot was coming to Paducah to meet
the Illinois Central pay car and cash
his check, given him for wages due
for working on the system. Lightfoot
and Sloane were riding together, and
the next morning the dead body of
the white boy was found lying be-
side the track near Woodstock, Tenn.,
stripped of watch and valuables.
Suspicion was directed towards the
negro, who was traced to this city and
arrested just as he WAS entering the
pay car to t.t.311 . e cap-
ture was effectedrret 
Th
Mc-
Ctrursey, who was employed at ?item-
phis by the. I. C. He was accom-
panied by Special Policeman Dick.
Lightfootsbialiiillia back to Mem-
phis and twice convicted, each time
being sentenced to hang. His people
have money though, and they have
bitterly fought the case, employing
able legal talent that carried the mat-
ter to the supreme court, and twice
had the death sentence set aside.
The third trial is now coming up,
Lieutenant Potter and Jailer Evitts
getting word that work of making up
the jury was started yesterday. As it
will take until Ndonday to get to him,
the lieuten100,hot go down un-
til Chen gi his evidence
GAMBLING IN
BIRMINCHRM
SPORTS IN THAT CITY CER-
TAINLY HAVE ROUGH
ROAD TO TRAVEL.
Nude Pictures Must Be Removed
From Montgomery Sa-
loons.
Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 27.—Gam-
bling in Birmingham, in an organized
way, is on a rough road care enough.
When Col. Higdon is Sheriff of the
county, with indications pointing to
his election, the sport will be relegat-
ed more,to the rear than ever 
before.
Col Higdon asserts that the' gam-
blers of Birmingham were against him
in his campaigfl. for the democratic
nomination, all of w'hich had -its in-
fluence. Col. Higdon doesn't say any-
thing as to what he is going to do
when he gets into the office in the
way of getting even, bet if gambling
ie now being ,done on the skirmish
line it will he stamped out altogether
-a little later. it is believed that
when the new sheriff takes hold
there will positively be no gambling
done either by Ate private roam
method or over ,saloons or other
stoves.
MUM* Retlleire Shade Pictures.
Mantgornery. Ala, Sept. 27.—May-
or Teague has issued .an order direct-
ing the removal of Ai nude pictures
its bar rooms and efuls rooms of the
city. This is a blow at the negro
dives and means the mayor has de-
termined not to take any schtinces of a
riot here. It is expecte4 this move
will be followed' by other dues in the
South and that all pictures of this




CORDIALLY GREETED AT THE
RESIDENCE OF MRS.
BETTIE BUCKNER.
November 7th Has Been Set As Date
For Osterman-Livngston Wed-
ding—Melber Couple Marry.
Many called last evening at the
home of Mrs. Bettie Buckner of
Eighth and Jefferson streets to meet
Dr. A. H. Flowers of Boston, Mass.,
who is visiting at that residence for
a few days. He is a brother of the
late Rev. George Flowers, who for
same years was the beloved' pastor
l
of the First Christian church in this
city, and whose memory is warmly
cherished by everybody.
Date For Wedding.
Ntovember 7th has .beren s4t as the
(Lite for the marriage of Milts Martha
Osterman of Milwaukee, Wis., and
Mr. Abraham Livingston, the promi-
nent merchant of this city. The cere-
mony occurs at the bride's home, and
after an extensive wedding tour, the
couple come 'here to reside on West
Broadway at the Livingston home.
The betrothal was announced some
weeks since
Melber Couple Wed.
Yesterday mornin4, shortly before
noon. Miss Florence Mitchell and
Mr. A. M. Barkley of the Melber sec-
tion, were united in marrage in th-
parlors of the New Richmond hotel,
the service being peiformed by Rev
W. H. Armstrong of the Trimble
street Methodist church.
The happy pair was accompanied-e Mr. Ftlehttrd McGregor, the nea95- by Dr. J. L. Dunn, Miss Anna Hunt,'paper man, liras gone to Mattoo.n. Willard Rudolph, Miss Lucy SmithIII., to take a position on the papet; Evander Mitchell, and Mils Idathcre,. jEze11.





WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE .BElit KENTUCKYCoAl sold on the market. Why send your money outof the state when you can buy a Kentucky productfor less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose asmoney will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when yoniJay Luzerne
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE




"I SHALL NEVER LEAVE
PENITENTIARY ALIVE" 
CHRISTIAN
LADY DIED—PAUL 0 STENSLAND.
EMBRACING SOBBING DAUGHTER FOR LAST TIME BEFOREENTERING PRISON, STENSLAND DECLARES ALL HOPEDEAD.
(BY EVELYN CAMPBELL IN CHICAGO EXAMINER)
"When the prison doors close be-
'hihd me I shall have left all hope
tehInd."
Standing in an anteroom of Judge
Kersten's courtroom awaiting the
carriage that was to convey him on
the first stage of his journey t )
Joliet, Paul 0. Stensland answered
in these words when asked if he had
any message to leave for the peopl.!
of Chicago.
a'All I want is to make what re-
raration I can," he said brokenly,
the cadence of his voice showing the
crusthing despair that had seized him.
"I am a sick man. I am crushed in
spirit. This means death for
I shall never come out alive."
A woman's grasping cry inter •
rupted him, a woman's arms en-
folded him close, a woman's tears
dropped upon his face as her voice
exclaimed passionately:
"Don't say that, father. Don't dare
to say it. It isn't so."
Clasped in Daughter's Arms.
The protecting arms, the protest-
ing voice, were those of the default-
ing bank president's daughter, Mrs.
Inga Sandberg. She is a very tall
woman, towering a head above Stens-
land, and her attitude was fiercer/
maternal as she clasped him in her
strong . arms and pillowed his gray
nead on her bosom.
"There have been so many lies told
about you, father," the said, "but I
know."
The old man Shook his headgil
put her arms gently aside as he
slowly:
"I do not deserve sympathy nor
kindness. I have done wrong, but
my punishment is even more bitter
than I thought.
"Not the pentientiary," he inter-
rupted himself to say, "That isn't
to be compared with the humiiiatioa,
and above all the remorse—
"Ah!" he said shudderingly. "All
those poor people who trusted me!"
"Father, father," cried Mrs. Sand-
berg, reproachfully, 'you know you
did not intend to hurt anybody."
Old Spirit Returns for Moment
Something of the spirit of the past
when he was the viking king of
Milwaukee avenue flashed into the
blue eyes of Paul 0. Stensland. He
straightened himself involuntarily.
"Believe me, that is true," he said.
"There ws4 none of it Intentional.
My judgment was bad. I made bad
investments, and kept putting in good
money after had, 'hoping all the time
I could pull out and save the money
entrusted to me. And when I
could'n't stave off ruin any longer I
wept aila: •
"'The stories told on me that
spent my money on women and
drunken riots are all utterly false,"
he said. "I have lived fruga:ly. I
have never spent money extravagant-
ly, made foolish investments and
lost money. I borrowed money form
the bank to try and replace those
losses. That is all."
rilia-ve you heard anything from
Mrs. Leone Langdon?" I asked.
t7ain into Chicago. Tears he . had
shed, despair had overspread his
face, but displeasure he had not
shown until the name of Mrs. Lange
don was mentioned.
"I have heard nothing from her,"
he said shortly.
Mrs. Sandberg broke in.
"She has passed entirely out of our
lives," she said. "Sc passed out' of
none several years ago. I do not
w:sh even to hear her name, much
less to speak of her."
The tones were quiet but bitter
with contempt and hatred.
Jailer' Whitman touched the con-
me- yicted bank president on the arm.
"We are ready," he said.
"But where is Theodore " asked
the father piteously.
But Theodore Stensland was no-
where to be found. and after a
moment's delay, the old man with his
daughter's arm around him and
escorted by Jailer John 'Whitman
and Chief Deputy Sheriff Charles
McMann, walked down the stairs of
the criminal court building to the
*Michigan street entrance where a
carriage was waiting to take them to
the Polk street station.
All the way to the station the old
man's head rested on his daughter's
shoulder; all- the way to Joilet Mrs.
Saitilberg sat beside her father in the
darkened car, screening him from ob-
servation and holding his hand in
('r' S.
Only when the cell door clanged
-behind convict 9902. who but a few
moments before was Paul 0. Stens-
land, did his daughter leave him.
Then /he collapsed in a dead faint
while her father , his head bowed
in his hands, vs-as experiencing the
first hour of his punishment.
Commissioner's Sale.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
September term, 1906, in the action of
Milton Mills, plaintiff, against W. J.
Smith and G. W. Waisner, I will on
Monday, October 8th, (about the
hour of TO o'clock a. m.) 1906, being
county court day), at the court house
door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to
the highest bidder, on a credit of six
months. The following described prop
erty lying and being in McCracken
county, Kentucky towit:
Lot Uo. a, in the division of the
lands of D. Wt. VVIaisner, deceased,
beginning at "C." thence S. 4 degrees
E. 32 3-7 poles to "J." a stake in cen-
ter of road; thence N. Ri 1-2 degrees
E. 8z 1-2 poles to a stake at "L"
thence N. 4 T-2 degrees W. 32 1-2
poles to a stake at "D." thence S 81
1-2 degrees W. 81 1-2 poles to the be-
ginning. Containing sixteen and one-
half (16 1-2) acres.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
Men VIM 040
-This the 5 day of October, too6.'
Frowns at Mention of Woman. Lovett dr Edwards, Attorney.
Paul Stensland frowned ior the CECIL REED, Master Commis-




Was Wife of Mr. Finis Rudolph, and
Will Be Buried Today at Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rudolph died yes-
terday morning at i o'clock, after a
five week's illness with typhoid fever
at their home in 1721 South Sixth
street.
The deceased was a most noble
Christian lady, held in high estima-
orm by her many freinds wfi-o deeply
grieve at her death. She was forty
years of age and had made this city
her home for many years. She was
the Nvife of Mr. Finis Rudolph, the
well known tender of the crossing-
gates maintained by the N., C. & St.
L. railroad where Caldwell street
touches the Union depot.
Besides her husband, she leaves
five children, onis sister and three
brothers. This morning at zo o'clock
the funeral services sill occur at the
residence, with interment following
at Oak gspve cemetery. The pa"-
bearers are Gs(413."Singleton, Joseph
F. Potter. George Z. Umbaugh,




City Attorney Richards Holds That
The Council Has This
Power.
Louisville, Seat. 27.—In an opinion
submitted to ,B,s,yision.committeeof the board digger-men City Attor-
ney Richards 'holds that the council
has the right to regulate telept:
rates. Judge Richards says the mat-
ter has never been brought to a local
test in Kentucky, Nit that the courts
of other states have held the cotmcilhas this power, and he believes the




+ + + + + +
Mrs. Ben Lane of LaCenter was
in the city yesterday shopping.
Superintendent Egan of the Louis-




R. E. Pike is visiting inm
Messrs S., A. Barker, Liston Cross
and B. P. Ctillon went to Princeton
yesterday to attend court.
Mr. P. M. Stephon has gone to
Henderson, Ky., to attend the bed-
side of his father, Mr. Martin Step-
bon who is very low.
Mrs. F. L. Edmunds and daughter
of Denver, returned home yesterday
after visiting the former's parents.
Captain and Mrs. Mike Williams.
Mrs. Wm. Gray has returned from
visiting in Hopkinsville.
Special Policeman Dick Tolbert, of
the I. C., has gone to Memphis to
testify in the Win. Lightfoot murder
charge.
'Miss Marshall PresneH of Smith-
land will visit Miss Nell Barry next
week.
Dr. E. G. Stamper and wife return-
ed last evening from Cairo where
they attended the wedding of Miss
Eunice Conant and pr. Cox.
Misses Gladys, Edna and Master
Charles Wallace of Louisville are
visiting Mir. Owen Sullivan.
Miss Ora Morehead of Springfield,
Ill., arrived yesterday to visit Mrs.
Pat O'Brien.
Mrs. Charles Brown has gone to
Chltersville, Ili., to visit relatives.
MT T. A. Parsley and wife of In-
dianapolis, Ind., have returned home
after visiting Mrs. R. L. Tate.
Mrs. Josh Boaz, Sr., has returned
to her home near Florence Station.
after undergoing treatment at River-
side hospital.
Mr. Henry E. Thompson, the news-
paper man, has returned from St_
Louis.
Miss Adaii Parks of McHenry, Ky..
has arrived to resume her position
at the Balsley millinery house.
Mr. Luther Carson has returned
from Murray.
Miss Olga List will return next
week from visiting in Michigan.
Miss Hattie Woods of Benton is
visiting Miss Lizzie Hall.
iMiarshal William McCullom of
Kuttawa was here e-sterday for the
circus.
Capt. Thomas Herndon has re-









The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selection gnuour prices are very low indeed. Be sure to ass she advantage, „e
are offering this season in silverware.
itYielft Jeweler
Now is the time for you to fill your coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 1 Ic
Besii(entucky and Illinois Goal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and









William 0. Watson, a well-enown
. wyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the apr:
ded illustration of one of I#e meth
adopted to boom a town JAW exist.
eines:
it is nearly ten years," be says, "since
ille coaentry hereabouts has been, what
ramight call. 'bn the bon,' but it hastra years since the protandowat
town boomers met us. The last Wearies
of ;oVerniglii booming.' I Minelither wail
the town of Lanowack. U yea will go
Shoat six miles mat ot Oklahoma City,
gal will me a mall mime hanging be-
side the track, while, stretching on fiery
side as far as you can see, test plain prai-
rie, with hardly a house in eight. This
b Lanowack. The promoter, who had
been hanging around for some tints, sud-
denly purchased a quarter section of
lend and tacbed the name on it. He
was a boomer. oae of the real sort nho
amid sell awl-Ling they got their
bands ma.
'A blind man could see that there
Was no town there, and nothing to
mate a town, but it was the promoter's
business to sell just such impossibili-
ties, ad the way he did it proved him
• master of his art, The Ur. Col.
111ell, who was doing the beefiness
these decided that a oertain German
settlement in northwest Kansas was
looking for anet snob a city as he had
to offer, and he went up to vialt them.
Re tarried a week, talkie Lanowack
and Pelidera,retut for thc moneyed
tarialoel ler axed te ̀ Nock der kaiser!'
Best rear y Le the world and lots
of it, he toid tram. see peouliarly fit-
ted for raising cone:, walk wheat.
eels, rye, haar, traction rim:Hakes, pen-
ItIP*. chilares. Indians, and, in tact,
anythiag that a Christian gentleman
has a right to ask for oa this Jowly
footstool. Yee, and right IA the
ecnnttzeis was Lenowack—higle . dry
and healthful, the Arcania of the west.
. the promoter knew his men and
his business. After be had slung on
the beautiful red paint, he backed up
kis special train to the station. The
Germans filled their pockets with the
green goods and tumbled in. They
were not going down as settlers, bat
merely as investors, who would reap
the harvest as soon as the : eople
rushed in from the erat and bunt up
the town, as they were sure, to to.
They were getting in on the ground
door. Of course they never suspected
that the promoter was in tbe cellar.
"The train passed through lesatorack
In the nerbt, and the investors tumbled
cat at Oklahoma City. At break of
day the boomer had his brass band Mt
the street, and every saloon in town
was thrown open to the prospecUre
owners of Lanowack, the coming Me-
trowels of the southwest The visi-
tors would be marched into one as.
Leon while the band outside played
'Die Wach am Rhein,' and then they
would move on to another. ,
"By the time they were halfway
tivongh the rounds. it ems decided
that Lanowack was the best proposition
before the American people, and the
promoter was voted the savior of the
German citizen He stood a well and
immediately got the crowd on board
the train, and they visited Lanowack.
"The engineer stopped at the mall
crane that was all of Lanowack that
existed at that time, as to-day. But
the crowd was delightful. There was,
the ground, era as the boomer !Led
said; there was the country stretching
round about. The air was light and
bealthful, and the map which the pro-
moter spread out before them showed
the location of the poet °Dee the
eourthouse and federal building. **-
sides, thore was the brass hand sad
the railroad, and the kegs in the ban
gage car, which had been brought
alon as Lanowack lacked a well at
the fte and the water works bad net
yet been installed.
"Tire lots were put np at aueties.
and went like hot cakes, at pricer
ranging from $26 to PM, according to
their proximity to the 'ceurtisouee' or
'federal building; or rams other ins-
poetwat municipal edifice calcalated le
attract traffic.' pureness was good
The promoter was sorry he had net
bought two quarter sections, as then
Lanowack wetild have been twice as
large—on the map. After everything
bad been sold, the train pulled back
Into Okiahen.a City, where Leers were
more drinks, and everybody went te
bed richer by far than when be feet
arrived in town.
HIS FRIEND ED.
ltOW THINGS LOOKED TO TOME!
LATER ON.
One of the nicest boys ia the office
is Tommy Swikehart, but how he used
to bore us about his friend, Ed. Kemp
ley, when he first blew in from when
the tall grass waves. You ought to
have seen him then. Honest, be looked
as if he was Flo going to do a vaude-
ville stunt and was dreesed for the
part. I didn't think they made that
kind of clothei any more, even in
Liehtenburg, where Tommy came
from.
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
over te me, to give him pointers on
the work. Then he noticed Tommy's
shiny black satchel, w' re he'd laid it
down. "Where are you going to stay?"
he asked, and Tommy looked bewii
dered and said he hadn't found out
yet ''You take the afternoon off and
end him a place, Sumter." says Wat-
tles to me; and ra there how he cams
to be my root= to.
"I gneiss I'm •-"ft), green," saes
Tommy. 21 he 1 ol along with me
to the joint. -ex. KeniPlee told fee
that the aura eat see U they aaw sa
oa tigibiltriti—Igeli-hileTtitere twice."
"Who's Mir I asked.
"HMI my hared hack in Lichees
burg," he saps. It might have been,
-Ef.d's the prime of Wakes and all the
royal family, from the way he said
it. "His father rues the bank there,"
he west en, 'and Ed's in the bank
new. We always run together a goo
deaL They deal make any smarter
fellers tams Moe"
"Oh, you'll catch oa, all right," I
told him. I kind of took a fancy te
hit-, you know. He looked at you like
lost clog that's found somebody to
r‘t htna--kind of scared and yet as if
he treated you and was tickled to
death anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although Ed.
had • mighty Lae room all to himself
In his father's "residence."
"I took him around to a barber
shop when we'd settled about the
room. His heir was lopping down
over his coat ooliar behind. Then we
went back to the room and I showed
him bow to tie his necktie. He had
the ends jute pushed up under the
collar la front and then brought down
%rough the loop without going &mead
the neck at ali. You know the way.
No, he didn't mind we telling him.
Ed. always toil! hisn things like that.
Ed. was a dandy dressar—epeat more
money on Ms clotbee than any Mike
In town—or his father did tor idea_
Weil, be certainly looked a whole and the consequence is I haven't enough
lot better when I got through with money to take me home. To tell the
him. And in a couple of menthe you truth, Mr. Jasper, I have no money` at
wouldn't have known him for Ws all left I can cable, of course, but I
same bey. He caught on all right. don't want to, sir. I have remained
Not that be tried to pat on agony. Bs here longer than I should. . . and
wasn't that sort of a. chap. Bat he Here the prince paused.
kept hie eyes open, and he soon get -Well, sir, to come directly to the
to know what was what, mi. new sail point—can you lend idle enough? YU
he got, when be got one, was a peeek, return it as soon as I reach horns. You
know my uncle well enough to believe
me, and this sword is sufficient security.
I guess, for these Jewels in the hilt are
worth a fortune, they say."
Henri lay the sword upon the desk be-
fore them and waited for the consul to
speak. If old Jasper was pleased with
the fellow's frankness he was enraptured
with the sword. Probably this led him
to make the offer he did
"The sword is an excellent one—s
marvel!" he exclaimed "I'll tell you
what I'll do—of course you fence,
prince?"
Henri nodded, smiling.
"Well, sir, suppose we fence to decide
Lb. question. If you can beat me at
"The promoter cleaned up sense
thing like $5,000 out of the deal, alter
paying for his train, band, beer and
other eeriness. About a year after-
ward I mot one of the Germans, and
rather s)m,pathized with him for the
way he had been taken in, but it was
Pity wasted.
" Ty," he said, 're gets ter see der
gegmtry, vs eas pig railroad rite, all
ller Peer ye vents, der One moosick and
datjastle ecoatkin, ant Id only wet
tted dolls. td is. vert 1(1.' "—N.
Poor Speaker.
H. L. Davis. the distinguished Mae
erahusetts lawyer, In his young lulu.
hood was aa Indifferent speaker. Par-
ticipating In a law case soon after his
admiralty+ to the bar, betere a North Ad-
ams Pieties of the peace. Dawes was ten
poled by an older satorsay, whose elle
mese* attracted a large erewli that
peeled the courtroom. The Notion ems
frosty perspiring aid, drawing oe ia
peat he the midst a( the iawyer's at.-
-addrimis, be sad: "Mr. Atacirsisp,
gaggegdos roust', doers and let Davis
gra to speak. I want to thin gat, 9ise
stolid."
Custom General.
The custom of giving Ob fistulas Ott
an Christmas day is general aaon,g al
Christian nations.• -
Be quit talking in the Rube way be
did at fret But the boys joshed hiss
a lot. They all liked him, though.. He
was just as chummy as comd be with
everybody, from Wattles down to
Pete, the Janitor.
BM it was tunny to bear hint.
We'd be tatting about something—it
wouldn't much matter what—when
Tommy would chirp up: "A friend of
mine haek In Lichenburg Ed, Kemp-
ley—"
It wasn't any use trying to break
him of it. He'd prattle on about the
admirable Ed. in spite of anythime
Ed. could do this, and Ed. could ilo
that; Md. was so-and-so and lathier.
And his face would be all of a stow fencing, prince, you shall have anything
with pride. You didn't have the twat you ask. If not, then you forfeit the
is stop hem sword. In either ease, though, let me
He wrote to Md. about once a week assure you that I'll advance the loan.
—when he writte to his folks, but and gladly. Is it a re"
there was rah/ one time I ever hard Still smiling the prince again nodded.
elm say aayekise about petting a be. Jasper took down his sword and the
ter from hem and that same nit I two removed their coats and collars and
Paw Wm slip something into an esea rolled up their sleeves.
Pelops that looked to me like a mama
order, though I couldn't swear to It.
So I bad Ed. pushed at me for claim
as to three years—and then Ed. Gam*
op to Chicago for a visit
I never saw anybody so excited
about anything in all my life as Tom-
my was over the news that Ed. was
coming. He couldn't eat; he conitin't
keep stilt He harried to AM ales.
Barker abort a room for Dd. And
be even arranged to take bum to din-
ner and then to the theater; then he
was going M treat me to a eight of the
paragon—le I cared to sit up—and, of
coarse, I did.
It was clogs on to 12 o'clock when
he got balk. He rapped at the boor
and as be entered I started baek al-
most soared. lie looked pale and
queer and had that old-dog look that
seemed tO say 'Dosa't hit me, please."
Then be said: "Bob, this is my
triad, Bd."
Se that wap Bit.—that Sahli!
dela* IfIliPeptilkimetenosta•d. 'beep,
fag spirit teat tria What hi mom
It was Wail of Mtiful to see the
way T.onseny tried to head him off and
steer him where las thought the lee
low might shims. It be had had say
good potato about him Tommy weekt
certainly have brought 'em out. Dirt
it wasn't any is., and I con). see
Tommy lnew it wasn't, and wee all
Woke up over it.
lid. stayed a week. and Town,
steak to him Mins a brother. There
wasn't anything be tidal do b smine
that skate ham a good Um*. He
might have sairwed bias od, bat he
didn't ant he brewed about him
worm than eser--Ser a time.
He said to tee "lad. has ch=
pease, bat that boy bas got •
she an ox." rhea he sighed.
"You're og, ronraw," I said. "He
ant changed. It's cia. You've got13
our eyee open sin 3 ou've bees
aere."---Obicago Da News.
For a long time they threat and par-
ried, neither gaining an advantage.
Jasper must have seen that he had met
his match and the prince surely must
have realized that a victory over his an-
tagonist might be gained only by the
most subtle trickery.
And that, indeed, was what won the
day. It was a trick learned in Italy
that enabled Henri to snap the consul's
blade, and then he stood, his point Just
touching the breast of his laughing
victim.
"What a swordsman!" gasped Jasper,
shaking Ilenri's hand. "And now, your
price, prince?"
"My price," said the prince, very
slowly, "Is the hand of your fair daugh-
ter."
Old Jasper started in amazement
Then he laughed outright, his admire,
don for the prince's cleverness over-
coming all else.
"She's yours," he cried, again, taking
Lb.. young man's hand. "Yours,
prince!"
But Helen Jasper never became Prin.
cess Delavonr. For the clever European
heart masher bad forgotten that per
haps the lady herself might have a voice
La the question.
She who might have been the pen
seas is Just now remonstrating against
my absorption in this "letter," for such
she believes it to be—while little Henri
is claiming attention by very vociferont
means.—Cleveland Leader.
Dangerous Ground.
Daughter—We have been to see Um
great nave in the new cathedral.
Mamma — Hush! Don't mention
names, my dear; I know the man to
whom you refer.—ToWn Topics.
RUSSIAN GHOST STORIES.
kturder Revealed by Spirit Vis:tant
and a Strange Warning
of Death.
In a certain town La the provirce of
Minsk, West Russia, a peasant sudden
ly disappeared. He was last seen alive
leaving the chore% and going home to
his sister, with whom ha lived, relates
an exchange.
One day, in a dream, his sister saw
her brother. kie looked pale, his eyes
were closed, and his legs were brekeo.
lie told her that he had been mur-
dered by her husband and his brothers.
Ile mentioaed the exert data and place
of the deed, and added that his body
was put into a sack and thrown into the
river. He wanted her to find his body
and have it buried in the family grave.
The dream was repeated several
Quite a Difference.
"I love my love in the morning,"
sang the young man, ardently.
"Huh!" exclaimed her younger bro-




BY PRANK HURBURT O'HARA.
Marlowe was in to-day and really
seemed quite enthused over his new
fencing master. Marlowe thinks there
never before was such a fencer as this
new loatrueter, and Marlowe himself
Is no novice at the trick.
But I'll wager a penny Marlowe's nevi
fellow couldn't hold a candle to a cer-
tain young chap I happened to knot/
bask some seven or eight years ago.
It was down in the tropics when I wail
In the service. I was clerk to old Henry
Jasper—Henry Chauncey Jasper—per-
haps you've heard of him. If you have
not, I may as well tell you he had some-
thing like it. half million and was down
In the tropics just to please his only
daughter, Helen—and a dream she was,
too, just about twenty and not a month times, and at last the sister sought the
mo a. advice of her aged father-in-law. He
Old Jasper's one hobby, besides Helen, told her that it would be difficult to findwas fencing, and I can tell you he took the body, and it as culprits were
a pile of pride in his drill at Steele& brought to justice her children would be
Well, one day there strolled 12%0 the left orphans; so, after considerition,
ooneulate a tall, handsome fellow with the sister gave the matter up.
the biggest, dreamiest brown eyes I But her brother's spirit would not
ever saw on a man. His cheeks shone rest, and appeared in a dream In the
sad through the olive of his complexion above manner to a friend of his. Soon
MA I marked him down, right than and the sews spread to the local authorities,
there, as a heart smasher, and proud of who took the matter up. The river was
the profession, too. searched, and the body was found in the
While I was siring him els be was exact spot indicated.
raking in his low, musical tones: This discovery had such an effect on"May I speak with the American eon- the murderers that they at once con-
Mr. Henry Cliatinoler JaaPar, I ha- fessed. They gave all details qf the
crime—bow, after service, they took him
I led him to Jasper. Later I learned to a mill where they all dined, and on
that he had come with a letter of In. leaving for home they attacked their
troduction, being the nephew of an an victim. Finding that the sack was too
quaintance and sometime friend of the small, they cut off the legs, tied a stone
otinsul. I wasn't much surprised whims to his neck, and threw him in the river.
Jasper told. me the,fellow was a Nero, The above is certified to be perfectly &e-
pee= prince, Henri Delavour by name, curate by the local authorities.
As time went along Prince Henri came A Russian paper relates the following
oftener 46i-oftener to the consulate, as saving occurred 'n an officer's family
and moist!? speht his time with Helen: at the time of an outbreak of cholera.
If he were is kart smasher, as I had in- The eldest son was in an office inn town
tarred, you couldn't have told It from nearly 200 miles from his home.
Helen's attitude (I confess I watched the One morning the family were visited
case with interest), although her feel- by an undertaker, who said he bad re-
hags might have been anything from re- ceived orders from a person, whom he
pressed contempt to deep love. described, to make a coffin for their ere-
The father all this time was becoming est son. The father replied that the son
something of an admirer of the prince, was far aw ay, and that all the. family
One day the prince came into the con- were alive and well.
ours rooms looking pretty much "down Directly alters ard a rummage came
in the flee." The expression in bra eyes lint the eldest son had died of cholera
couldn't help but make one feel sorry at the same time that his exact !Ora-
tor him. What seemed mighty strange ditude had been seen by the under-
was that he carried a sword in his hand. taker.
He went to Jasper, speaking quickly sad
to the point 
HOW TO FIND BEE TREE."Mr. Jasper," he said, "I have come
to you upon rather an embarrassing or- Banters Have a Simple Method
rand. I gambled a bit heavily last night, Which Is Almost Invariably
Successful,
-
Some bee hunters simply put out's bit
of honeycomb, or even trickles of honey
on a clean chip, never resorting to the
pangesey of scorched wax. And these
are apt to mark their bees with sprinkles
at four in order to trace their eight
Whatever the bait, says the Country
(Wender, it is set on a stump, or stabs,
or fallen tree, in some open glade of
deep woods. As certainly as the woods
hold even one bee tree, there will soon
be a doses bees sucking with all their
might. The bee hunter, stook still,
watches them narrowly, aiming always
to sprinkle those that come first, since
he knows they are from the nearest
swarm.
Commonly he follows the earliest bee
at its first ries. If he loses It he goes
back for another. He may .walt to see
half a dosen take eight from their lines,
making up his mind as to the bee tree's
probable direction. If all of them take
one coarse he has plain sailing—it is
only a matter of following that course,
keeping his eyes and ears the while very
wide open. If there are crosseights,
bees scattering in all directions, the
thing to do is to follow the best marker)
line home, if possible in the wake of •
laden bee, and put out fresh bait for the
others upon another day.
Following a laden bee is not so easy.
The spiral rise is confusing—but a mas-
ter bee-hunter Is apt to be hawkeyed.
He watches the black mounting speck
until it strikes line, then runs along its
line, knowing well it will go straight to
within a few feet of the hive. At the
borne portal there may be a slight
swerve, even a lighting upon twigs or
the trunk itself before crawling in home.
The entrance may be a knothole, or an
innocent looking crack or seam. What-
ever it is, it is apt to show a faint yel-
low-brown stain, got from the pluming
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECINW MAY 30, nod.
SOUTH BOUND No. 'or No. 203 No. in
Leave Cincinnati •. ... 8:ao a.m. 6:oo p.m.
Leave Louisville'  12:01 p.m. g:40 pan.
1...11VC Oweraboro . •••7 0000000 .•. 6:30 p.m.
Team learnt Branch .,..i sae p.m. rs:o8 am.
Loire Central City 
A 3:30 p.m. ; :03 a.m.
Leave Nortorrvilie • 4011 p.m. 1:40 a.m.




11101pie Paducah .... 
Ilbsipe fredton ......  ,•-• ,
%Ore Globs, Tem. ,
Aarlore Staves  
*relive Jackson
*alive bfkmphis 
















9:45 p.m. it:so SAL
2:27 a.m. 2:35 gm.
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3:43 a.m. 4:20 pan.
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Arrive St. Louis 
No. 3o6 No. 374
1340 P.M. 4:20 p.m.
4:25 p.m. 8:4o p.m.
  6:30 a.m. 6:3o am.
8:30 p.m. 7:20 a.m.
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Mew, St. Louis 
1 -8or
11:zo am.
11:20 1-111. 6:40 a.m.
5:35ase p.. 745 am.
4:15 p.m. 9,05 a.m.
 6:25 p.m. 9:3o &An
745 p.a. It :ro am.








SOUS'S! HOUND 22422 13154k0heave Insieago  6:in p.m. 9:4o a.m.
11:4* P.m. 1:50 p.m.
6:tio 5:55 P.M
745 Cm- ego p.ne
7:50 am. 3:115 pm.






Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ramdray. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Clacimati.Memphis and New Orleans; trains Tor and toe sleepers between Louis-vele, Memphis and New Orleans, Trains Sol and am sleepers betweenPaducah aid St Louie. Train flor connects at East Cairo with ChicagoSleeper, For further informatioa, address,
J T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, ICPR. M. PRATHER, liebet Agent, Union Depot, Padres/4 Ky.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Loriirville,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A-, Vereohla, Teen.
9 G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chisepa,
W. H. BRTLL, D. P. A.. HI- 1Aie6
Had Sailed on Soup.
An old captain and his mate, feeling
hungry, the other afternoon went into&
restaurant on the water front and or-
dered dinner. The waiter, with consid-
erable Sourish, placed a plate of thin,
watery looking liquid before each of
them.
''Say, young fellow, what's thlr. tt.::::?" 6
shouted the captain, gazing In amass- "•
ment at the concoction under his nose.
"Sone, sir," replied the waiter.
"Soup?" shouted the old sea dog.
"Soup! Bill" (turning to the mate).
"just think of that! Here you and ms
have been sailing on soup all our lives
an' never knowed it till 001,."—Wash-
tagton Life.
Expert Testimony.
Higgins—Do you know anything
about young Borrow's ability as a book-
keeper?
Diggsby—Sure thing. I loaned him
a copy of Shakespeare mere than a year
ago and he has kept it ever since—Chi-
cago Daily News.
.flaa They All Here
Bacon—The lyre used to be very com-
mon in Europe, but now they say you
can't And any of them there.
Egbdrt—Yes; I believe our emigre-






It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
 waeUMMOue000mesemOsswersoweamemersomosellosamoftme ••
Start Today to Save a little
















J. C. Flosimay Cecil Rs
FLOURNOY & nED
LAWYERS.








DR. R. E. IlEARNI
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 44.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
BOth 
Office hours &o to a. se. 1 to I
p. at. and 7 to 9 p. m,







Practice in all the courts of the
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms r, 2 and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11 . T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE Tao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:




Will pra‘tke ie all courts of Ke
twig.
C. IANN1116 SEARS, It B.
Ma 1707 Mows St.
Toloplou 377.




Office yo6 Broactway—Phone zao





Old Phone .498 Red; New Phone,
pour.A.u. uperucre.
"N. _ a claw - -4
E. H. PURYEAR ,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Itsgistac Building






OLIVER OLIVER, & M'OREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear basil
• MarshaU Gntruty; Paducah, Kg-
Room tta Fraternity Building.
ar
4 •
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484
Dr. T.H a 11
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, trill
North Fifth. Beth Phones 355.




I to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.












EYE, EAR, MOSS AND
THROAT.












•Guthrie, Okla., Sept. 26.—Deputy
sheriffs have been stationed at the ap-
proach of the temporary bridge across
the Cimarron river at Dover, whee
 the Rock Isla.nd wreck occurred last
Tuesday, to prevent trains passing.
Traffic is at a standstill. A conflict
has arisen over the removal of bod-
ies supposed to be in the submerged
cars.
The body of Mail Clerk Gamble of
Kas., who went down in his
car with :the other two coaches, has
been discovered by a diver. The
corpse is pinned under the wreckage
of the mail car.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion out of Paducah.
••-•01...at
$8.00 For tho Round TrisiittoTennessee river & rely,
It is a trip of pismire, coal.:
and rest; good service. goad tahl
good rosins, etc. Boats leave mali
Wedaesday and Saturday at s p. ss
For other information apply to Jar




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage haw
Unlimited ticket $s.00 meals and
berth included.
MOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over dr.yo each, without
meals; lo.00 with meals.
Good musk on all the boats. Fos
urther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gin. Pass. Agent
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*Plump& right up to dabs in five Wm













Aloe to Asheville, ileaderannadkii
tevard, Lake Taxaway, floe
=and many other r haesorts in t 
the Eke and beautiful
sonntry of Western ?tenth Carollea,
offering a high stilted*, bossing
alintate) picturesque 16000111M 11441211q
and splendid howls.
Send two cent stamp for "Lead of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
liPmels illustrated literature.
' J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pan.
Lexington, Ky.






Experiments at Mouth of Columbia
River May Open New Era.
Portland, Ore., Sept. 26.—As a re-
stilt of expertments being carried on
by the govrornment at the old Lewis
and Clark fair grounds in this city,
Sessemer steel has been reduced
from the ordinary black sands
found at the mouth of the Columbia
rlver. Whethees• this reduction can be
carried on on a profitable basis has
not yet been determined .
C. S. Clevenger, who is conducting
the experiment while not positive on
the ubject, believe) that they will
pave the way toward opening a new
era in the iron indutry of the coast.
'THE CLANSMAN"
BARRED OUT
Cannot Show in Macon and May Be
Tabooed in All Georgia.
Macon, Ga., Sept. 26.—Thomas Dix-
on's play, "The Clansman," booked to
appear in the theater here Wednes-
ay night, was not permitted to
appear, by order of the mayor. In
view of the race riots in Atlanta it
is deemed unwise to let "The Clans-
man" appear. Steps will be taken,
it is said, to keep the show out of the
theaters in Georgia. The public is
not favorable to a second appearance.
WANTS WAR.
Bishop McCabe Would Like to See
United States Fight Turkey.
Ishpeming. Mich., Sept. 26.—Bish-
op C C. McCabe of Cincinnati, who
is presiding over the sessions in prog-
ress here of the Detroit Methodist
Episcopal conference, in a sermon
in the First Nfirthodist Epis-
copal church on "Religious Liberty,"
said that he would like to see war
declared against the sultan of Tur-
key
He told of the persecution and out-
rages practiced on Christians in Tur-
key and of the ill treatment accord-
ed Jews in Russia, and then caused
almost general applause by saying:
"We as a nation are for peace We
don't want any more war I am as a
general thing opposed to war, but I'd
like to see one more war—one against
tile sultan of Turkey—and I'd like to
participate in it.
"I'd like to see Dewey, with a
good fleet, sail up the Straits of Bog-
phorus. Ile don't want any more
such rulers as the sultan of Turkey
and the czar of Russia. In every
case in history we find Gad has
raised great leaders at the proper
times and we need have no fear about
the future of Russia."
SERIOUS CLASH IS FEARED
Firssuen's Insults to Iowa University
Girls Results in Fights.
Iowa City, Iowa, Sept. 26.—Drunk-
en members of the Muscatine fire de-
partment Which has been in the city
today are reported to have attactrd
and beaten at least five studentelof
the state university of Iowa with sv-
ions results. Hundreds of students
ore now on the streets and it is be-
lieved that a serious clash will re-
sult before the Muscatine fire-men
leave.
The fights are reported to have
started over insults offered to uni-
versity girls by the visitors, who are
alleged to have paraded the streets in




Remains of Score or More Bodies
Found in Reins of Lodging
House.
,San Francisco, Sept 26—Ano1her
tragedy of the great fire has been
relight to light through the finding
of the remains of a score or more
*oldies in the ruins of a lodging
hnuse at the corner of Fifth and Min-
na streets.
Fifty persons were in the place at
the time of the shake, only seven of
whom have been accounted fot. Mrs.
Murray, the landlady, has sever been
seen nor heard from, and it is thought
that her remains are among those
found.
• Only 13 per cent of English cities
under y000 population have trams. In
the United States the percentage is
just four times as large.
PAople seem to think nowadays
man's on is a wonder if he
is_atile to .make his_own living.
DESERVED TO BE KILLEti.
Ran Who Rade Too Many Points
Gain* of Sevin-Up Rightly:
TreatedL
"Not long since," remarked CoL E.
M. Johnston, of Houton, relates the
Washington Post, "a Texas negro wasup before • magistrate far aggravatedinsult. He had battered a fellow Sono-
ganablan to such an extent that the lat-
ter had to be *sat to the hospital for
repairs.
"The trouble arose over a gains ofcards and the man who lost his moneywas the defendant In the courtroom." 'Have you anything to say in yoursun behalf?' inquired the justice." 'Will yo' honer, cur, 'low me to axyou les one qoestion?' replied the de-fendant.
** 'OS en,' said his honor.
"'I begs your pardon, judge, and Idon't mean no imperdenee, but doesyou anderstan' de game uf aebben up?'"'That has nothing to do with thiscase so far as I can see, but git on,fellow, with your tale. I do under...
stand it'
"'Well, war, me an' dl. nigger /nutsr *arra' sebben up, an' I was six to histwo. Pt was my deal, judge, and hebegged. I looks at my ban' an'
(remember I win six to his two) Iseed the jack. de ten and de trey, Itoob cow I gives, which puts him three.Dc fust cyard Ms coon leads at me,
judge, was de we of truisms, an' I putsdown my trey. Den nest he leads de
king, an' I gives him my ten spot.
Sane as- yrni born, dat rascal pdays oatde queen and ketches up my lack,
which wuz 'holy bad, but at de lea'
be flings down de deuce, an at dot
I. couldn't keep still any loan's:, Judd*and I rtz up an' fetched him or lick
&at knocked bias out I hopes We
hoser'll be easy on me.'
''The pstrioner stands discharged.'
qtsoth the magistrate. "Any man who
makes Nigh, low, jack, gift and the
gam* in one hand deserves to he
TOO MANY HAD REMEDIES.
And None of Them Were Any Good
fcr the Man Who Was
Bleeding.
A laboring man, with dinner pail be-
side him, eat on the curb at Fifth av-
enue and Madison street the other
moralag, relates the Chicago InterOwing. Be was Wearing from the non,
and a erowd of sympathisers stood
arose& There was a crimson pool 44
as small use between his Pot, and a
couple of newsboys had suspended
buninen hoping the patrol warms
would he sallied. "He's Melodic' to
del', ruse," said one of the kids. Some
bystander suggested that a cold key
dawn the back would stop the blood-
ies, bat Re one had a key to soars.
"Why don't be press the vela seder
ths cheek bones!" said another. 'Shen
emit a little man whose age and dress
swasosted knowledge. 'Get • piece of
is. and put It at the back of kis nook-
was his remedy. "Sure," said a boy,
who quickly returned with the ice.
The crowd parted to let the little man
mach the sufferer. He dapped the ice
on the patient's neck. The lee slipped
and disappeared Inside Mr. Nosebleed's
stiderwear There was an immediate
transformation. "Get out of hers
bind lens' me alone," he *limited,
end as be arose, wtta blood on his
clothes as W1,2 I as in his eyes, the crowd
ineluding the little man, retreated
Just then the patrol wagon came and
took the mar to a hospital. "His
eonditien was serious." aald the ~-
owe "Overheat In the furnace room
Where he worked mooed the hemor-
rhage. Don't monkey with sow bleed.
SERMONS FROM PEOPLE.
Where Marry Ward Deseher Got Ma.
torts] for Many ed His
Dteeeitrose.
Wherever he went, Beiche.
Untied his 'lady of III* through ob.
atervetlon. Nothing else was half so
atorestin g, writes Orison Swett Mar.
den, to lioness Magazine. To him
man was the greatest study in the
world To read human nature, to
Ware the right values upon mei, to
emphasise Use right thing in them, te
be able es discriminate between the
gentiles and the fa/se, to be able to
*twee their masks and read the real
man or woman behind them, was aa
oecosepitshment whieh be regarded as
cure of a clergyman's greatest weapons.
IJke Prof. Agnate, who could see
wonders In the seals et a tisk or a
grain of sand, Beecher also had an
eye like the glass of a ialcroseopa,
which sereele marvel' of beauty in
the dress sod musirMli damn It had
a magnifying power whisk sees the
miraculous and beautiful In the 00m-
monplate He could we beauty and
harmony where others only saw ugli-
ness and discord, because be read the
tiddee meanie, in things. Like
Raskin, he 'could see the marvelous
philnsophy, the Divine plan, in the
lowliest object. He could feel the
Divine presence in all created things.
Wanted. Roney All the Time.
• negro was complaining that his
Ore kept asking him for money. eis is
▪ dellah, a thy or ebon • quatah. It
Sr money, money all of the UB19," be said.
"What does she do with all of the
labraeyt" asked an inuoceat bystander.
"Don't know," was the reply; "halal
Bobber gib her none yit"
An Anpiration.
"whir do you want to beams riefar"
Nwalleti said the semswhat orthal
panes, "I'd like to have the income sad
Mlibure thAtr-w944.PVPILL540




WE . EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AID OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.




Office. 306 Broadway Pkones:Office 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W.' WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MAH REAL EXTAT-f... WESTERN KENTUCKY ?ARAM EASY
ItTIU.Y PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. waniumsuRTUCLY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LLS7
FR M TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
!EDGAR W. WIIIITTEEIOSJC. Pikduoab. 46.
+0&+ 1—m) 1:71)1,-)1;-W 1
s) E. COULSON,
,...P LIAISINGII
Steam and Hot Water Heating.




SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING F7.EIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO1' ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
B bSIATbSS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
count's In bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 SOuth 3rd Street.
Phones: ew 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
-01











FinishGUM, BEECH AiND OAK FLrING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.Both Phones 26 
438 South Second
"Horse Show" "Barnum






The best equipped perscription de-
partment—Finest line of toilet
aiticles and perfuntes—Purest and
freshest drugs and chemicals--Larg-
est line of surgical supplies.
"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"













Mt. Carmel, 1.2, rising.
Nashville, 124, standing.
Pittsburg, 6.o. standing.
Davis Island Dam, 3.0, rising.




The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river last night. She
lays until five o'clock tomorrow after-
tioon before skipping out on her re-
turn.
The Buttorff !cam, Nashville to-
morrow, gets here Sunday, and lays
until Monday before departing for
Clarksville.
The Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo this morning at eight o'clock,
and comes back tonight about
eleven.
The Henry Harley went to Evans-
ville yesterday. She comes back to-
morrow.
The Reuben Dunbar gets in from
Evansville today and departs im-
mediately on her return that way.
The City of Saltillo passed out
yestlardiay morning bound back to
St. Louis from the Tennessee riser.
The ladles of the First Christian
Church will be pleased to any
orders for paper flowers for the
Horse Show. Call up Mrs. Frank L.
Scott or Mrs. Geo.. Wallace.
DR. HOVER. -
Room 209 Fraternity Building.




SAYS IN SPEECH AT PIKE CEN-
TENNIAL THAT VICE
IS PASSING.
Holds That Public Corruption Has
Not Touched the
People.
erals, ',war is hell.' Yes, as a rule, it
is the expression of the brutish in
man. The settlement of private dif-
ferences vi et armis is no longer tol-
erated. It is repugnant to the edu-
cated conscience of the civilized
world. Courts of justice are estab-
lished everywhere to determine them.
Most of the disputes between nations
could be composed by sorne method
equally honorable and efficacious.
Decries Appeal to Force.
"An appeal to force in adjusting
them should fall into disuse. The ma-
jority of the differences which may
arise may be readily adjusted in tri-
bunals which the nations mily create.
There are but few controversies
which might not, with honor and with
confidence, be submitted to their de-
liberatk onsideration. Arbitration
does not suggest any lacki of national
virility. It is rather an evidence of
improvement in the moral and intel-
lectual fiber of the people. I believe
that the hour is fast coming when the
statesmanship of the world will be
able to devise some instrumentality
which will put in the way of just so-
lution most of those grave questions
which frequently menace internation-
al amity and rudely disturb interna-
tional peace. Toward this consumma-
tion, so devoutly to be wished, Amer-
ica may be trusted to make her rich
and ample contribution.
"Fellow citizens, this will always be
the home of a strong people, self-
contained, aggressive and progressive,
with sound minds and a high order of
patriotism. tHere in she pure air
of these mountains men and women
'should be able to look with clear vi-
sion upon- their institutions. They
should be able to realize that the sure
foundation of the republic is the home
and that it must be a home where
religion and intelligence, virtue and
a large and sane view of the great
questions which lie at the foundation
of our social and national progress.
"We stand in a portion of the re-
public rich with possibilities. The
next century is large with promise
Here in these valleys and upon these
mountain sides thousands witi tomethan they are today. There has been in the years which stretch befesfe usupon every hand a demand that those
who hold place and power shall be
clean men and that they shall conse-
crate themselves completely to the
utmost advancement of the public wel-
fare.
Says People Are Advancing.
"The American people are going
forward and upward with tremendous
momentum. They are advancing in
all of the ways which make for a
strong, upright, patriotic people. They
respect right and condemn wrong in
every relation of life. Those who
would contaminate the state or who
would carry into the business world
low ideals of business morality can
lay no claim to the general respect.
The American people are not to be
judged by the standards of the ex-
ceptional wrongdoer, btu by the gen-
erous purpose of the great body of
our countrymen. The currents which
course in the veins of the American
people are essentially as pure now as
those which filled the veins of our an-
cestors.
"The last hundred years have been
notable in our history. The story we
have vrritten. both in war and peace,
challenges the admiration of man-
kind.
"Our development in every avenue
Residence ,of human endeavor is unsurpassed and
is an invitation for us to go forward
in the 'accomplishment of even great-
er things. We have won rich tro-
phies, both in the %says of peace and
in the theater of war. Against the
glories of war we set the rich
achievements of peace. We know
what war is, for we have its indel-
ible imprint everywhere. We have
come to believe that advanceing civ-
ilization must lead further and fur-
ther away from war and the possi-
bilities of ,armed cllision.
Sees Decline of War.
"It would seem that the entire
world is coming-to-vegardt *ar as
more and more unnecessary and it is
earnestly seeking to establish some
method whereby it may be honorably
avoided. Although we are a militant
people, we prefer the ways of peace,
and the rich fruits which are gath-
ered from the practice of her gener-
ous arts. While by no means shirking
any responsibility which a high sense
of justice and national honor may put
upon us, we nevertheless stand ready
to co-operate with other powers in the
establishment of some agency for the
settlement of grave international dif-
ferences whereby they may be appro-
priately confined to an arbitral tri-
bunal. The nation which hesitates to
do all in power • to advance the
cause of international arbitration fails
in its supreme duty to modern civili-
zation; fails in its duty to itf and
the rest of mankind. In the laconic






prc•criptions have been en-
trusted to the care of
our Prescription Depart-
ment. We are very much
gratified by this enormous
patronage ,of the most im-
portant branch of our busi-
ness, and we wish to assure
the people of Paducah that
we are redoubling our ef-
forts to give them the best
possible service.




Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 27.—
That graft and public corruption have
made no impression on the moral
character of the American people as
a whole was the statement made by
V.t-e President Fairbanks in an opti-
mistic address here on the Pioneer
day celebration of the Pike centen-
nial week. The Grand opera house
would, not hold the crowd and the ex-
ercises were held in the open air in
Acacia park. When Representative
Brooks and Thomas F. Walsh at-
tempted to escort Vice President Fair-
banks into the Walsh automobile at
the Antlers hotel the vice president
said: "No, I am going to walk."
"We hear much said of vice and
corruption," said the vice president
in his aildress, "much of the subtle
enemies of the state and social or-
der, but -the great heart of the people
is as sound and incorruptible today
as at any hour in all of our match-
less history. The conscience of the
people has not been -seared. Pure
materialism has not - achieved the
mastery. All of the forces which
make for the intellectual, the moral
and the social advancement of the
people were never more Ipowerfull
and never in fuller play than they
are today. Honor among men was
never more regarded and dishonor-
able practices, either in public or pri-
vate life, were never more abhorred
where there are hundreds isehf
Churches and schools will be bulk,:
universities twill be established, li-
braries will be founded, industries will
be created and cities will arise. Here
will be found a numerous, contented,
prosperous population. devoted to the
cultivation of all the fruits of peace
and ready and willing, if supreme
need should come, to show that they
are the heirs of their honored sires
by giving the highest proof of a patri-
ot's devotion to flag and kindred"
SOME FLEW EAST,
SOME FLEW
And Some Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest.
Bob White has made his annual
appearance in the city this week, says
the Henderson Journal. Yesterday
a number of them were heard on the
river front calling their mates. About
tlis time every fall numbers of quail
find. their way to the city, and the
only and possibly the correct solution
of their visit is to be discovered. in
the fact that they are resting up aftez
a fly across the river from Indiana
or preparing to fly from Kentucky to
the Indiana side. Great numbers of
them cross tde river and, strange to
say, some of them go north, while
others fly south. Many are lost in
crossing the river, as the "fly" is too
far and they fall in the water and
are drowned. The farm fields, the
Journal is informed, have many cov-
i2s, the crop this year being much
larger than has been known for years
Sportsmen with a good dog and gun
could have a most interesting time
this fall hunting quail if the law were
not so strict and the farmers so op-
posed to hunters shooting on their
POPULAR WANTS.
4 • • • • • • + eh eh
LOST—Lady's closed face gold
watch fob with Elks head, at circus
groundl. ...Retuta_to Register and get
reward.
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones, 22.0
Kentucky Ave.
WANTED—Boys not under 16
years old with wheels. Excellent
opportunity to learn tx-legraph busi-
ness. Apply early, 'Western Union
Telegraph Co., 209 Broadway.
FOR RENT. iNicely Furnished
Room with all conveniences. 837 Jef-
ferson. 3t
FOR RENT: Nice large room at
329 South Third St.
FURNITURE bought and sold.
Williams, 538 South Third stree4
New phone c000A.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
31x South Third street on short no
:CC
• 
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
A,ble-bodied mmarried men between
sges of at and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an taupe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
14 to Reeruiting Officer, New Rich-
iriond House, Paducah, Ky.
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
21S-230 Court Street: Old Phone
1316A.
Clem Fransiola
,)MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
places. There are very few unposted
farms to be found in Henderson
county. Last winter there were few-
er birds on the market than Was eves
known before, and notwithstanding
the crop is very much larger this
year, it is probable that no more
birds will be sold this fall and, wintet,
than were sold last year. If the law
is enforced and farmers persist in
keeping hunters off their farms it.
WEST will be but a few years whew the
quail in the county will be as com-
mon as the sparrow is in the city.
FORTUNE-TELLER
MAKE!" GOOD
Lexington, X,y., Sept. 27.—Nine
seeks ago John W. Frederick, of
this city, and Mrs. Jennie Gray, a
widow of Flemingsburg, Ky., were
married Tuesday. Mrs. Frederick
packed up her belongings and left for
parts unknown, taking her two chil-
dren by a former marriage. Fred-
erick says he is grateful to 'her for
this thoughtfulness seeing that his
wife was growing weary of marred
life.
Frederick On Sunday conculted a
fortune teller, who told him his wife
would lease him, but he did not think
she would make good so soon.
Woes of the Politicians.
(Indianapolis News)
You may have your annoyances, but
think of the troubles of the politic-
ians in these days when there is just
no telling which is the Abend wagon.
The Greatest Books at
the Year
Tides of Besuegat (F. Hopk:nson Smith) 
The Fighting Chance (Robert W. Chambers) .  
Coniston (Winston Churchill) .  
Jane Cable (Geo. Barr. 111cCutchen) .  
Rock in the Baltic (Robert Barr) . .  
The Lady Evelyn (Max Pemberton)  
Dot Gordon (Mary E. Willdnh) 




0. f.WIlson at IlarboursDepartmeit Store
lhi Place for Late Books, Now Music and Fine Stationery.
•
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - Residence Phone 736
5-
MEI
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse power Motor.
1 5 Horse Power Motor.
z 55/4 Horse Power Motor.
z 8 Horse Power Motor.




1e5-123 North Fourth esseet
B. Michael IN THE LEAD
The Only Licensed
Pawnbroker.




Just Received a Big Lot
of shot gems including all the high-grade makes such as L C. Smiths—.
Parker-La Peeves etc. We have the Remington automatic shot gun.
Also Bargains in all
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most complete but of
musical instruments in the city.
We also have a complete stock cf traveling bags—prices are right.
211 Bromedway 211.
S.
Subscribe For The Register ‘4
Dont Wait
TOO LONG
BUY BEFORE COAL -ADVANCES
Genuine Tradowater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BROKE YOU BUY
COAL
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio "
INCORPORATED. , ea. Mill
Both Phones:--254
•
• •
•
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